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GENERAL INDEX 585
DRUGLESS PRAC- Sec
TITIONERS—Cow.
Members of Board
. Board, of 2(1)
. expenses of Sif)
. officers, from 2(4)
. term of office of 2(2)
. vacancies by 2{3)
Midwifery
. practice of, prohibited 4
Misconduct
. regulations re investigations
of 3(g.h)
Non-registration
.
omission from copy 6(3)
.
ffriina facie evidence, as 6(2)
Nurses
. Act not to apply to 7(6)
Penalties
. unauthorized practices, for 5
Practice
. under any other Act not
affected 7 (a)
PubUc Health Act
.
compliance with, not affected 8
Qualifications
. regulations re 3(b)
Register
.
copy as evidence of registration 6(1)
. regulations re maintaining 3(c)
Regfistration
. proof of 6(1)
. regulations re 3(a)
• . fees 3(c)
. . renewal of 3(c)
Regulations
. Board to make 3
. defined 1(c)
Secretary-Treasiurer
. appointment of 2(4)
certificate of register by 6(1)
Surgery
. practice of, prohibited 4
Surplus revenue
. investment of, regulations re . .3(k)
Suspension of registration
. regulations re 3(h)
Titles
. regulations re 3(f)
Travelling expenses
. Board, of, regulations re 3(j)
Treatments
. prayer, by, Act not to apply to 7(d)
. regulations re 3(e)
DRUGLESS PRAC- Sec.
TITIONERS—(7on.
Unregistered persons
. penalty for practising 5
Vacancies of Board
. appointments on 2(3)
Vaccination Act
. compliance with, not affected 8
Vice-Chairman of Board
. appointment of 2(4)
Vital Statistics Act
. compliance with, not affected ... .8
DRUGS
See Chiropody Act; Medical
Act; Pharmacy Act; Private
Sanitaria Act; Reformatories
Act; Venereal Diseases Pre-
vention Act
DRUMMOND HILL
BURYING GROUND
See Niagara Parks Act
DRUNKENNESS
See Highway Traffic Act; Li-
quor Control Act; Mental In-
competency Act
DRY CLEANERS
See Municipal Act
DRY DOCKS
See Wharfs and Harbours Act
DYNAMITE
See Municipal Act
EARTH CLOSETS
See Municipal Act
EASEMENTS
See Assessment Act; Convey-
ancing and Law of Property
Act; County Courts Act; Land
Titles Act; Limitations Act;
Mining Act; Public Works
Act; Quieting Titles Act;
'Registry Act; Settled Estates
Act
EASTER MONDAY
See Interpretation Act
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EASTERN ONTARIO Sec
POULTRY
ASSOCIATION
See Agricultural Associations
Act
EDUCATION
See Adolescent School Attend-
ance Act; Auxiliary Classes
Act; Boards of Education Act;
Charitable Gifts Act; Contin-
uation Schools Act; Day Nurs-
eries Act; Dentistry Act; De-
partment of Education Act;
Drugless Practitioners Act;
Embalmers and Funeral Direc-
tors Act; High Schools Act;
Infants Act; Land Surveyors
Act; Law Society Act; Op-
tometry Act; Pharmacy Act;
Public Schools Act; School
Attendance Act; School Trust
Conveyances Act; Schools for
the Deaf and Blind Act;
Separate Schools Act; Teach-
ers' Superannuation Act; Trade
Schools Regulation Act; Train-
ing Schools Act; Vocational
Education Act
EDUCATIONAL GIFT
See Charities Accounting Act
EFFECT
See Interpretation Act
EGGS
See Farm Products Marketing
Act; Live Stock and Live
Stock Products Act; Ontario
Food Terminal Act
EGRESS FROM PUBLIC
BUILDINGS
Egress from Public Buildings
Act, Vol. 1, p. 1161.
See also Factory, Shop and Of-
fice Building Act; Municipal
Act; Theatres and Cinemato-
graphs Act
Churches
. doors to open outwards 1
Churchwarden
. liability of 2
. . penalties for default 3(1)
. . penalties for delay 3(2)
Congregation
. liability of 2
. . penalties for default 3(1)
. . penalties for delay .3(2)
EGRESS FROM PUBLIC
BUILDINGS—Con.
Sec
Doors
.
public buildings, of, to open
outwards 1
Enforcement
. regulations for 4
Halls
. doors to open outwards 1
Incumbent
. liability of 2
. . penalties for default 3(1)
. . penalties for delay 3(2)
Lieutenant-Governor in Council
. regulations for enforcement by . . .4
Penalties
. application of 3(3)
. contravention of Act 3(1)
. . delay in remedying 3(2)
Public buildings
. doors to open outwards 1
Reg^ations
.
enforcement, for 4
Schools
. doors to open outwards 1
Societies
. liability of 2
. . penalties for default 3(1)
. . penalties for delay 3(2)
Trustees
. liability of 2
. . penalties for default 3(1)
. . penalties for delay 3(2)
ELECTION
Election Act, Vol. 1, p. 1163.
See also Controverted Elections
Act; Legislative Assembly
Act; Liquor Control Act; Li-
quor Licence Act; Municipal
Act; Personation Act; Public
Health Act; Public Inquiries
Act; Public Schools Act; Rep-
resentation Act; Separate
Schools Act; Voters' Lists Act
Acclamation
. election by 60
Accoimtable warrants
. issuing of 205(3)
Accounts
. audit of 205(5)
Act
. copies of, to returning officers ... 27
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ELECTION—Con. Sec
Actions
. recovery of penalties, for .... 196(a)
. .
allegations in statement of
claim for 196(6)
. . evidence re 198
. . time for 196(c)
Active Militia
.
members of, not disqualified
from voting 20(a)
Administration
. oath, of. for certificate of
qualification 86(3)
Adjournments
. default in returning documents,
on 125
. non-delivery of ballot boxes, on 124
Advance polls
. declarations by voters at 88(6)
. . penalties for false 88(7)
. Lieutenant-Governor in Council
to make regulations for . . . .88(1)
. materials and supplies for . . . .88(5)
. notice of 88(4)
. . form of Form 24
. number of, and officers for . . .88(3)
. procedure after close of 88(11)
. time for 88(2)
Affidavits
administering, free 9(3)
penalties for destruction, etc.,
of 191(1)
. abettors, re 191(2)
printer, of 72(12)
. form of Form 19
reasons for change of residence
in 19(1)
. form of Form 2
returning officers, of, after
returns 146(4)
. form of Form 39
swearing of 9(1)
Age
. qualification for voting .... 18 If 1 (a)
Agents
. appointment of 199(1)
. . publications re 61
. appointment of subsequent . .199(2)
. claims against candidates sent
to 201(1)
. . candidate to authorize
payment of 201 (4)
. . death of 201(3)
. corrupt practices by, eflFect of . . 177
. defined 1 (/)
. employment of, gruilty of
corrupt practices 185
ELECTION—Con. Sec.
Agents
—
Con.
. limitation of certificates to . . .85(7)
. non-attendance of 12
. oath of secrecy by 162
. objections to ballot papers
by 115(1)
. payments to candidates made
through 200(1)
. persons guilty of corrupt
practices disqualified to act as. .10
. present at recount 135(1)
. rights of candidates to
undertake duties of 11
. two allowed in polling places 111(1)
. voting on production of
certificates by 86(1)
. . oath of qualification for . . . .86(2)
Airmen
. qualifications for voting by
disabled 18f2
. temporary absence of, not to
disqualify voting 20(6)
Allegiance
. oath of 94
. . form of Form 28
Amherst Island
. special regulations re 42
Appeals
. appointment for hearing of . .144(5)
. certificate of result of 144(7)
. costs of 144(8)
. election courts, from 182
. judge's decision on recount,
from 144(1)
. time for hearing 144(6)
Application of Act
. Judicature Act, to, re
mandamus 147(3)
. Voters' Lists Act to 19(5)
Applications
. candidates, by, for recount . .130(2)
. mandamus, for 147(1)
. . notice of 147(2)
. proxy, by, to be entered on
voters' list 89(4)
Appointment
. hearing of appeal, for 144(5)
Arrests
. orders for 157
Assembly
. members of, not to act as
returning officers, etc. ..32(1)^2
. past members of, not to be
returning officers, etc ..32(l)f5
Assessment rolls
. irregularities re 7(2)
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ELECTION—Cow. Sec.
Assistant Chief Election Officer
. appointment of 5(1)
. duties of 5(3)
.
powers of 5 (3)
Auditor of Criminal Justice
Accounts
.
audit of accounts by 205(5)
Ballot boxes
. election documents placed in . . .119
. construction of 48(2)
. corrupt practices re 190(/)
.
delivered to returning officers 120(1)
. . form of oath re Form 36
. delivery of, by registered
mail 120(2)
. delivery of, to deputy
returning officer 50
. disappearance of 126
.
.
special report re 129
. duty of deputy returning
officers re 51
. inspection and sealing of,
before opening of polls 92
. non-return of 124
.
opening of 88(13)
.
.
after close of polls 113
. . returning officers, by 122
. penalty for failure to provide. .48(3)
. procedure of closing, after
close of advance polls . . . .88(11)
. property of, in Crown 49
. return of 52
.
returning officer to provide ..48(1)
. statements of result deposited
in 117(1)
Ballot paper account
. poll books to contain 261[8
Ballot papers
accidentally spoilt 109
cancelled 109
. placed in parcels under
seal 116(2)
. record of 116(1)
care of, during recount
proceedings 137(2)
contents of 72(8)
. form of Form 16
corrupt practices re 190
counting of 116(1)
. before opening of polls ... .91(2)
custody of 75
. at recount 134(2)
display of, not allowed 161
distinguishing disputed 139(2)
examination of, at close of poll. . 113
inducing display of 159
ELECTION—Co«. Sec
Ballot papers
—
Con.
. initials of deputy returning
officers on back of 98
.
inspection by Committee on
Privileges and Elections of
Assembly 153(1)
.
.
compellability of witnesses
re 153(2)
. interference with 158(2)
. made of depositing 102
. numbering of 72(9)
.
numbers on, communicating
information re 160
.
order for inspection of 151(1)
. .
conditions re 151 (3)
. . registrar to supervise 151 (4)
. . requirements for 151(2)
. paper for, furnished by King's
Printer 72(3)
. penalties for miscounting 193
. placed in ballot boxes 119
. printer's name on 72(11)
. printing of 72(6)
. procedure at recount 136
. procedure re, deemed voting ...110
. public inspection of, not allowed 150
.
receipt of deputy returning
officers re 74(2)
. . form of Form 20
. receipt of printer re 72(J)
. . form of Form 18
. record of 73
. recount of 130(2)
. rejected 1 14
. removal from polling places
prohibited 107
. sealing of, at close of recount 139(1)
. secret markings on 72(2)
. security by manufacturer of . .72(3)
.
Supreme Court clerk, to, on
appeal 144(3)
. transmission of, to clerk of the
Crown in Chancery 146(1)
.
uniformity of 72(10)
. weight of paper re 72(1)
Ballots
—
See Ballot papers
Betting
. candidates, by 168(1)
. providing money for 168(2)
Blind persons
. voting by 1(X)
. . form of oath re Form 31
Boards
. additional polling places
approved by 54(5)
. appointment of clerk by 3(7)
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ELECTION—Con. Sec
Boards
—
Con.
.
approval of number and location
of polling places 55(3)
chairman of 3(5)
. vacancy of 3(6)
Chief Election Officer to advise 5(2)
composition of 3(2)
. York county, in 3(1)
counties to have 2(1)
defined 1(a)
directions by, re voting where
village in more than one
electoral district 54(9)
. member, disqualified as
candidate 2(2)
. members, to take oath 3(8)
. polling places outside limits
approved by 54(1)
. provision for earlier opening
at polls by 87(2)
. provisional judicial districts
to have 2(1)
. quorum 3(9)
. vacancies in 3(10)
Bribery
. penalties for 165(1) (a)
. penalties for accepting
bribes 165(1) (a)
British subjects
. declaration as prima facie
evidence of 21(3)
. qualifications for
voting 1811 1(&). 21(1)
. . soldiers' franchise excepted 21(4)
. women deemed 21(2)
Buildings
. polling places in 54(4)
Candidates
. agents of, limitation of
certificates to 85(7)
. allowed to remain in polling
places 111(1)
. alphabetically arranged on
ballot 72(8)
. .
form of Form 16
. applications for recount by.. 130(2)
. betting bv 168(1)
. bribery of 165(1) (i. ;')
. certificates of results to 117(3)
. .
form of Form 34
. claims against 201(1)
. consent of, with nomination
papers 58(5)
. copies of polling list to 76(1)
. copies of returns to 145(1)
ELECTION—Con. Sec
Candidates
—
Con.
. corrupt practices by
. .
committed in ignorance
. . .180(2)
. . effect of 177
. corrupt practices not
sanctioned by 178
. death of 63
. declaration re withdrawal by. .62(1)
. .
form of Form 13
. defined 1(b)
. disqualification of
. .
eight years, for 180(1)
. .
election courts, by 179
. .
member of board 2(2)
. distribution of literature re.. 165(3)
.
employment of persons guilty
of corrupt practices, by 185
. expenses of 165(2)
. grant of poll re 59
. .
penalty for failure of 59
. guilty of corrupt practices,
votes struck off for 184
. liability of person nominated
as, without consent 13
. moneys provided for betting
by 168(2)
. motion by, for removal of
disqualification 186
. notice of applications for
mandamus to 147(2)
. notices of recount to 131
. objections to ballot papers by 115(1)
.
official agents appointed by.. 199(1)
. payments of accounts of 202(1)
. payments to 200(1)
. penalties for conveyances
supplied by 169(1, 2)
.
personal expenses of 200(2)
. . burden of proof re 200(3)
. persons disqualified from
acting as agents of 10
. persons employed by,
disqualified from voting .... 16(2)
. present at recount 135( 1)
. .
representatives of 135(2)
. proclamation to state date for
counting votes of 37(l)(d)
. proclamations to state time and
place for nominations of 37(1) (a)
. publications re official agents
of 61
. qualifications for 14
. refreshments by 166(1)
. . penalty for 166(2)
. rights of authorized agents
re 111(2)
.
rights of, to undertake duties
of agents 11
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ELECTION—Con. Seq.
Candidates
—
Con.
. separate nomination papers
for each 58(3)
. statements of receipts and
expenses of 203(1)
. . penalty for default 203(3)
. . penalty for false 203(4)
. swearing of advance voters
required by 88(10)
. withdrawal of, false statements
re 176
Certificates
accounts audited, re 205(5)
change of residence, re 19(2)
. form of Form 3
clerk of the peace, of, re
polling lists 77
delivered to deputy returning
officers before voting 86(5)
disappearance of 127
entry by returning officers of
refusal to grant 85(6)
judge, of
.
copies on request 144(4)
. delay for appeal 141(1)
. recount, on 141 (2)
. Supreme Court clerk, to . . 144(3)
limitation of, for agents of
candidates 85(7)
list of persons voting under . .86(4)
. form of Form 6
outside voters, for 85(1)
. form of Form 23
. notice re 85(2)
. poll books to contain 2611 11
penalties for destruction, etc.,
of 191(1)
. abettors, re 191 (2)
polling place to be designated
in 85(4)
preservation of 86(6)
production of, at polls 19(4)
results, of, to candidates 117(3)
. form of Form 34
returning officers, of, re validity
of nomination 58(6)
returning officers to keep list of
persons obtaining 85(5)
revising officers, by, re
appointment of proxy 89(5)
.
form of Form 26
time for request for 85(3)
voting on production of 86(1)
. oath of qualification for . . .86(2)
Chairman
. board, of 3(5)
. vacancy of 3(6)
ELECTION—Con. Sec
Charitable institutions
. inmates of, disqualified from
voting 17
Chief Election Officer
. appointment of 5(1)
. clerical assistance for 6
. .
remuneration of 6
. directions re preparation of
polling lists by 76(5)
. duties of 5(2)
. imperfect nomination papers
examined by 58(7)
. powers of 5(2)
. .
emergency cases, in 5(4)
. revised polling lists ordered
by •;••• 76(4)
. special directions re polling
lists by 76(7)
Chief enumerators
. polling places in unorganized
territories fixed by 69
Cities
.
part of county or district 3(3)
Claims
. advertisement of 202(2)
. candidates, against 201 (1)
. . death of person making . . .201(2)
. payment of 202(1)
Clerical assistance
. Chief Election Officer, for 6
. Clerk of the Crown in
Chancery, for 6
Clerk
. board to appoint 3(7)
. oath, to take 3(8)
Clerk of Assembly
. ex officio Clerk of the Crown
in Chancery 4
Clerk of county court
. presence of, at recount 133
Clerk of Supreme Court
. ballot papers and judges'
certificate to 144(3)
Clerk of the Crown in Chancery
. affidavits of returning officers
to 146(4)
. appointment of 4
. clerical assistance for 6
. . remuneration of 6
. custody of ballot papers by 75
. custody of election papers by 149(1)
. general election papers kept in
separate room by 149(2)
. labels and stationery sent to
returning officers by 25(3)
. letter claiming exemption to 34
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ELECTION—Con. Sec
Clerk of the Crown in Chancery
—Con.
. markings on election papers re
non-destroyal by 149(3)
. notice of returns in Ontario
Gasette by 148
. notices as to secrecy by 25(1)
. . form of Form 5
. notification by, of appointment
as returning officer 24
. paper for ballot papers
furnished to 72(4)
. paper sent by, to returning
officers 72(5)
. poll books supplied by 26
. . form of Form 6
. public inspection of election
papers by 150
.
record of ballot papers to 7i
. record of used election
papers 146(5)
. report of delay in posting
proclamations to 41(4)
. report of returning officers
with returns to 145(2)
. report re postponement of
election to 63
. returns by returning officers
to 145(1)
. . form of Form 38
. returns to, withheld for recount 132
. transmission of election papers
to 146(1)
. transmission of printer's
receipt to T2,{7)
. transmission of unused election
papers to 146(5)
Clerk of the peace
. certificate of, re polling lists ....77
. disqualified from voting 15(1)
. . penalty for breach 15(2)
. duty of, re polling lists 76(7)
. polling lists from 76(1)
. polling lists prepared by 54(8), 76(2)
. revised polling lists prepared
by 76(4)
Commissioners
. oaths and affidavits sworn
before 9(1)
Conmiissions
. appointment of deputy
returning officers, for 65(1)
. . form of Form 14
. appointment of election clerks,
for 261
1
. . form of Form 9
. appointment of poll clerks, for 78(1)
. . form of Form 22
ELECTION—Con. Sec
Commissions
—
Con.
. deputy returning officers, of,
poll books to contain 26 f 1
. poll clerks, of, poll books to
contain 26 f 3
Conmiittee on Privileges and
Elections of Assembly
. regulations re inspection by. .153(1)
. . compellability of witnesses
re 153(2)
Compartment
. exclusion from 106
. polling places, in, for voters 57
. voter for each 93
Composition of board
. County of York, in 3(1)
. . other counties, in 3(2)
Consent
. candidate, of, with nomination
paper 58(5)
. liability of person nominated
without 13
Consolidated Revenue Fund
. payment of fees and expenses
from 205(2)
Constables
. allowed in polling places ... .111(1)
.
appointment of 83
. appointment of special 155
. . requisitions for 156
. assistance of, required 155
. oath of secrecy by 162
. . form of Form 40
Controverted Elections Act
. appeals under 181 (1), 182
. election court constituted under 1(/)
. manner of prosecutions under . . 197
. recovery of penalties subject to. . 196
. returns under 7(2)
Conveyances
. defined 169(3)
. hire of, by candidates . .200(2) (rf,e)
. . voters not disqualified
by 200(4)(f)
. penalties for supplying ...169(1,2)
. private 169(4)
Corrections
. statement of results, of 138
Corrupt practices
. appeals from 182
. appointment of persons with
previous convictions as 174
. ballot papers, re 1$H)
. betting by candidates as ... . 168(1)
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ELECTION—Con. Sec
Corrupt practices
—
Con.
. candidates, by
. . disqualification for eight
years 180(1)
. .
effect of 177
.
candidates not personally
guilty of 178
.
committed in ignorance 180(2)
. defined 1(c)
. distribution of literature not 165(3)
. election court to determine ....179
. false statements re withdrawal
of candidates as 176
. moneys provided for betting
as 168(2)
. payment of candidates
expenses not 165(2)
. penalties for 165(1)
.
personation as 171
.
persons guilty of 181(1)
. . disqualified from acting as
agents 10
. . exemptions 181 (2)
. . not to be returning officers,
etc 22(1)^6
. procuring appointments as poll
clerks, etc., as 173
. prosecutions re, before election
courts 197
. recovery of penalties or
forfeitures re 188
. refreshments, as 167(2)
. second elections on protest of . . 183
. undue influence as 171 ( 1
)
. votes struck off for 184
. voting when not entitled as .... 175
Costs
. appeal, of 144(8)
.
polling places, re 55(5)
. public inspection of election
papers, of 150
. recount, of 142(1)
. . taxation of 142(2)
. unnecessary polling places, re 55(4)
Coiinterfoils
. ballots, with 72(8)
. destroying of 102
. number on back of 98
. numbering of 72(9)
County
. board for every 2(1)
. city as part of 3(3)
. composition of boards in 3(2)
. defined 1(d)
. electrical district in more than
one 3(11)
. judge of, as chairman 3(5)
ELECTION—Con. Sec
County courts
. defined 1(e)
Court of Appeal
. appointment for hearing
from 144(5)
. costs in discretion of 144(8)
. proceedings at 144(7)
Crown
. property of ballot boxes, etc.,
in 49
Crown attorneys
. disqualified from voting 15(1)
. . penalty for breach 15(2)
.
information re violation of
secrecy to 163(1)
. prosecutions by, for violation
of secrecy 163(2)
Custody
. ballot papers, of 75
. election papers, of 149(1)
Death
. agent, of, claims to
candidates 201(3)
. candidate, of 63
. deputy returning officers, of 68
. election clerk, of 43(2)
. person making claim, of . . . .201(2)
Declarations
. advance voters, for 88(6)
. . penalties for false 88(7)
. . record of 88(8)
. candidates, by, for withdrawal 62(1)
. . form of Form 13
. prima facie evidence, as, re
British subject 21(3)
. result, of 122
Definitions
. board 1(a)
. candidate at an election 1 (b)
.
conveyances 169(3)
. corrupt practice 1(c)
.
county 1 (d)
. county court 1(e)
. election court 1 (/)
. form 1(g)
. judge 130(1)
. local municipality 1(h)
. mariner 1 (t)
. official agent l(j)
. polling list l(k)
. prescribed 1 (/)
. regulations 1 (m)
Deputy local registrar
. local registrar of Supreme
Court, in place of 3(4)
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ELECTION—Con. Sec
Deputy returning officers
. adjournments by, re non-
delivery of documents 125
. allowed to remain in polling
places 111(1)
. appointment of 65(1)
. . additional 54(8)
. .
advanced polls, for 88(3)
. . form of commission for. .Form 14
. assistance by, to blind voters,
etc 100(1)
. . form of oath re Form 31
. assistance of justices and
constables for 155
. attendance of. at polls 91(1)
. ballot boxes delivered to 50
. ballot boxes opened and votes
counted by 88(13)
. ballot boxes sealed and delivered
to returning officers by . . .120(1)
. ballot papers rejected by 114
. certificates delivered to, before
voting 86(5)
. certificates of results by ....117(3)
. certificates re change of
residence presented to 19(4)
. certificates to. for voting at poll
where employed 85(1)
. . form of Form 23
. . notice re 85(2)
. commission of, poll books to
contain 26
.
constables appointed by 83
. copies of Act to 27
. copies of directions to voters
sent to 74(1)
. . form of Form 4
. copies of polling list to 76(1)
.
counting of ballot papers by 116(1)
. death or incapacity of 68
. declarations by advance voters
kept by 88(6)
. delivery of ballot boxes by
return mail by 120(2)
. . oath re 120(3)
. duties at close of poll 113
. duty re ballot boxes 51
. election supplies furnished to ...71
. falsifying polling lists 189
. fees of 205(1)
. . payment of 205(2)
. friends of blind persons allowed
to vote by 100(2)
. initials of, on back of ballot
papers 98
. inspection and sealing of ballot
boxes before opening of polls
by 92
ELECTION—Con. Sec
Deputy returning officers-Con.
. instructing voters 99
. interpreters employed by ...101(1)
. list of advance voters prepared
by 88(12)
. list of persons voting under
certificates kept by 86(4)
. mode of depositing ballot
papers by 102
. miscounting ballots, penalties
re 193
. number on counterfoil marked by 98
. oath of 66
. . form of Form IS
. oath of, after closing poll,
poll books to contain 26 U 9
. . form of Form 37
. oath of. on delivery of ballot
boxes 120(1)
. . form of Form 36
. oath of secrecy by 162
. . form of Form 40
. oaths of, poll books to
contain 26^2
. objections numbered and ballot
papers initialled by 115(2)
. objections to ballot papers
noted by 115(1)
. omission of initials on ballot
papers 192(1)
. order for arrest by 157
. penalties for neglecting
duties 192(2)
. penalties for procuring
appointment as 173
. penalty for refusal to act as 67
. persons disqualified to act as. .32(1)
. . penalty for 32(2)
. . validity of election not
affected by 32(3)
. persons exempt from acting as . .33
. poll clerks appointed by 78(1)
. . form of commission re . . Form 22
. poll clerks to act as 80
. .
subsequent appointment of ... .81
. . . form of Form 22
. poll clerks to assist 79
. powers of 154
.
preservation of certificates by 86(6)
.
previous convictions of 174
. procedure by, re impersonation
of voter 108
. proceedings of, where incapaci-
tated soldiers vote 56(2)
. proclamations re 64
. production of appointment by
proxy to 89(7)
. qualifications of 65(2)
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ELECTION—Con. Sec.
Deputy returning officers
—
Con.
. receipt of, re ballot papers . . .74(2)
. .
form of Form 20
.
record of proxies by 89(8)
. revised polling lists to 76(6)
. statements in triplicate of
result by 117(1)
. . form of Form 33
. . signature to 117(2)
.
supplies for advance polls
furnished to 88(5)
. swearing of advance voters
required by 88(10)
. svs^earing of questionable voters
by 97(1)
. . penalty for failure of 97{2)
. voters omitted from list,
vouched for, before 95(2)
. . oath of 95(3)
. . rights of 95(4)
. voters refusing to be sworn not
given ballot papers by ...104(1)
. . penalty for default 104(2)
. voting by 96
. voting on production of certifi-
cates by 86(1)
. . administration of 86(3)
. . oath of qualification for ...86(2)
Directions
. voters, to ....74(1)
. .
form of Form 4
Disabled soldiers
. qualifications of, for voting . . 18 If 2
. .
form of oath re Form 30
. voting by 56(2)
Disqualification for election
. member of board, of 2{2)
Domicile in Canada
. term of, as qualification for
voting 18ff l(rf)
Election
. acclamation, by 60
. appointment of day for
holding 23(1)
. certain irregularities not to aflfect 7
. dates for, same for all electoral
districts 23(2)
. interruption of 8
. second, on protest 183
. special regulations re, for Pelee
Island and Amherst Island . . .42
. supplies re, furnished to deputy
returning officers 71
. validity of, not affected by dis-
qualified persons acting as
returning officers, etc 32(3)
ELECTION—Con. Sec
Election
—
Con.
.
writs for, dated on same day 23(3)
. writs to state dates for nomina-
tion and polling 23(4)
Election board
—
See Boards
Election clerks
appointment of 43(1)
. form of commission for . . Form 9
attendance of, with documents
at recount 134(1)
ballot boxes opened before .... 122
casting vote allowed 16(1)
death or inability to act 43(2)
disqualified from voting 16(1)
duties of 43(3)
. acting as returning officer ....47
fees of 205(1)
.
payment of 205(2)
notices of recount to 131
oath by 44
. form of Form 10
oath of secrecy by 162
penalty for refusal to act as ... .45
persons disqualified to act as 32(1)
. penalty for 32(2)
.
validity of election not
affected by 32(3)
persons exempt from acting as . .33
power of, to administer oaths 9(2)
present at recount 135(1)
previous convictions of 174
Election court
. appeals from 182
. candidates disqualified by 179
. defined 1(f)
. prosecutions before 197
. . evidence re 198
Election papers
. custody of 149(1)
. endorsement on, by returning
officers 146(2)
.
endorsement on, unused ....146(6)
.
evidence of contents of 152
. express or registered post,
by 146(3)
.
general, kept in separate
room 149(2)
. inspection by Committee on
Privileges and Elections
of Assembly 153(1)
. . compellability of witnesses
re 153(2)
. open for public inspection,
except ballot papers 150
. petition re non-destroyal of 149(3)
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Election papers
—
Con.
. return of unused 146(5)
. transmission to Clerk of the
Crown in Chancery 146(1)
Electoral districts
. hours of polls in 87(1)
. more than one county, in ....3(11)
. nomination and election dates
same for all 23(2)
. proclamations to be posted in 37(2)
. provisions by board for earlier
opening of polls in 87(2)
. recount in, where two or more
counties 130(3)
. removal from one, to another 19(1)
. . form of affidavit re Form 2
. residence in, as qualification
for voting 18 f 1 (^)
. village in two or more 54(9)
Electors
. nominations signed by at least
100 58(2)
Emergencies
. elections interrupted by 8
. powers of Chief Election OflScer
in 5(4)
Employees
. time off for voting by 112
Employment
. application for, in consideration
of voting 165(1) (/)
.
bribery of candidates by
promise of 165(1) (t)
.
bribery of voters by promise
of 165(1)(6)
. candidate, from, disqualification
from voting 16(2)
. received for voting 165(1) (A)
Equality
. votes on recount, casting vote
by returning officer 141(3)
Evidence
. actions for recovery of pen-
alties, re 198
. contents of election papers, of 152
. corrupt practices, re 178(d)
. disappearance of statements,
certificates, etc., on 127
. order for inspection of ballot
papers, re 151(2)
. prosecutions, re 198
Execution
. costs, for 143
Executive council
. members of, disqualified to act
as returning officers, etc. 32(1) f 1
ELECTION—Con. Sec
Executory contracts
. void when arising out of
elections 187
Expenses
. accounts and audit of 205(4,5)
. candidates, of 165(2), 200(2)
. .
burden of proof re 200(3)
. . statement to returning officer
of 203(1)
. . . copy of, published 203(2)
. fixing allowance for 205(1)
. payment from Consolidated
Revenue Fund 205(2)
Fees
. accounts and audit of . . . .205(4, 5)
. fixing tariff of 205(1)
. payment from Consolidated
Revenue Fund 205(2)
Final addition
—
See Recount
Forms
. affidavit by returning officer
after transmitting returns Form 39
. affidavit of change of
residence Form 2
. affidavit of printer Form 19
. appointment of proxies . . . Form 25
. ballot papers Form 16
. certificate of returning officer
re outside voters Form 23
. certificate of revising
officer Form 26
. certificate of revising officer re
change of residence Form 3
. certificate to candidate ...Form 34
. commission of deputy return-
ing officer Form 14
. commission of election
clerk Form 9
. commission of poll clerk . . Form 22
. defined 1(^)
. direction for voters Form 4
. irregularities re use of 7(l)(d)
. nomination papers Form 12
. notice as to secrecy of
voting Form 5
. notice of holding advance
polls Form 24
. oath for voter in unorganized
territories Form 1
. oath for voter qualified under
Sec. ism Form29
. oath for voter qualified under
Sec. 18112 Form 30
. oath of allegiance Form 28
oath of deputy returning
officer Form 15
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Forms—Con.
.
oath of deputy returning officer
after closing of poll ....Form 37
.
oath of election clerk ....Form 10
. oath of friend of blind
voter Form 32
. oath of poll clerk Form 21
oath of poll clerk after poll
closed Form 35
oath of proxy for mariner Form 27
.
oath of returning oflicer ...Form 7
oath of secrecy Form 40
.
oath re inability to deliver
ballot boxes Form 36
.
oath re inability to read ..Form 31
.
poll book Form 6
. proclamation re nomination day
by returning oflicer Form 8
proclamation read by returning
officer on nomination
('ay Form 11
. proxies, re 89(9)
.
receipt of ballot papers from
returning oflicer Form 20
.
receipt of printer re ballot
paper Form 18
-
receipt of returning oflicer re
ballot paper 42(5), Form 17
statement by returning officer
re votes polled, etc Form 38
-
statement of poll after ballots
counted Form 33
.
supplied by King's Printer
..25(3)
.
withdrawal of candidate ..Form 13
Gifts
. bribery by 165(1) (c)
Halls
.
hire of, by candidates .200(2) (a)
. .
voters not disqualified
by 200(4) (a)
Hearing of appeals
.
appointment for 144(5)
.
proceedings on 144(7)
.
time for 144(6)
Homes for the Aged
.
inmates disgualiiied from voting 17
Hospitals
.
polling places in soldiers ...56(1)
Hours
.
polls, of 87(1)
House of Industry
.
inmates disqualified from voting 17
Indians
.
disqualified as voters 22(1)
. . soldiers' franchise excepted 22(1)
. special oaths re 22{2)
ELECTION—Con. Sec
Indians—Con.
unorganized territory deemed
reserves 22i,i)
Information
. coniniunicating, re numbers on
ballot papers 160
communicating, re voting ..158(3)
.
violation of secrecy re 163(1)
Inspection
.
ballot papers, of, before opening
of polls 91(2)
ballot papers, of, on order ..151(1)
.
.
conditions re 151(3)
registrar to supervise ....151(4)
regulations re, by Committee
on Privileges and Elections
of Assembly 153
.
.
requirements for 151(2)
election papers, of 150
Interference
.
voters, with 158(2)
Interpreters
.
oath of 101(1)
Interruptions
.
elections, in 8
Irregularities
. certain, not to affect election ... .7
Judge
.
affidavit of change of residence
filed with 19(1)
. appeal from decision of ....144(1)
ballot papers and certificate to
Registrar of Supreme Court
by 144(3)
ballot papers sealed at close of
recount by 139(1)
care of documents by, during
recount 137(2)
certificate by, re decision of
Court of Appeal 144(7)
certificate of, on recount ...141(2)
certificate re change of
residence by 19(2)
chairman of board, as 3(5)
.
inability to act as 3(6)
copies of certificate of, on
request 144(4)
costs of recount in discretion
of 142(1)
defined 130(1)
delay in giving certificate by,
for appeal 141(1)
disputed ballot papers marked
by 139(2)
disqualified from voting 15(1)
. penalty for breach 15(2)
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Judge
—
Con.
.
disqualified to act as returning
officer, etc 32(1) ff 4
. entry of new voter on list by 19(3)
.
procedure of, at recount 136
. recount by 130(2)
. . electoral district in two or
more counties 130(3)
. . proceeded with continuously
by 137(1)
. . statements missing 140
. request for clerk of county
court at recount by 133
. sanction, re persons present at
recount 135(3)
.
verification or correction of
statements by 138
Judicature Act
. application for mandamus as
under 147(3)
Justices of the peace
. assistance of, required 155
. returning officers and deputy
returning officers to have
powers of 154
. oaths and affidavits sworn
before 9(1)
King^s Printer
. forms furnished by 25(3)
. paper for ballot papers from 72(3)
Labels
.
King's Printer to supply ...25(3)
Legislative Assembly Act
. candidates not disqualified
under 14
Liability
. person nominated without
consent 13
Lieutenant-Governor in Council
. accountable warrants issued
by 205(3)
. appointment of election day
by 23(1)
. Assistant Chief Election Officer
appointed by 5(1)
. Chief Election Officer appointed
by 5(1)
. Clerk of the Crown in Chan-
cery appointed by 4
. election regulations for Pelee
Island and Amherst Island, by 42
. forms and regulations re
proxies by 89(9)
.
number of advance polls fixed
by 88(3)
ELECTION—Con. Sec
Lieutenant-Governor in Council
—Con.
. regulations re advance polls
by 88(1)
. returning officers appointed by,
where others incapacitated ... .30
. security by manufacturer of
ballot paper fixed by 72(3)
. tariff of fees for officers fixed
by 205(1)
Limitation of time
. irregularities re 7(1) (r)
Lists
. persons claiming certificates,
for 85(5)
. .
entries of refusals in 85(6)
Local municipality
. defined 1(A)
Local registrar of Supreme Court
. deputy local registrar in place
of 3(4)
Magistrates
. disqualified from voting 15(1)
. . penalty for breach 15(2)
Mandamus
. application of Judicature Act
to 147(3)
. returning officers to perform
duties, for 147(1)
. . notice of 147(2)
Mariner
defined 1 (0
proxy appointed by 89(2)
. form of Form 25
. oath of 89(8)
. . form of Form 27
proxy, not more than one . . .89(6)
qualifications for voting by
disabled 18ir2
rights of, to vote by proxy . .89(1)
temporary absence of, not to
disqualify voting 20(d)
Mental patients
. disqualified from voting 17
Millers
. exempt from acting as return-
ing officers, etc 35 If 2
Ministers
. disqualified to act as returning
officers, etc. 32(1) ^ 3
Mode of trial
. actions for recovery of pen-
alties, re 196(f)
Moneys
. advanced for corrupt
practices 165(1) (e)
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Moneys—Con.
application for, in consideration
of voting 165(1)(/)
.
betting, for 168(2)
.
bribery of candidates by
promise of 165(1) (/)
.
received for voting 165(1) (fir)
Motion
. removal of disqualification, for 186
Municipal clerks
. ballot boxes returned to 52
Municipalities
.
divided into polling subdivisions
. .
council, by 53(2)
. .
returning officer, by 53(1)
.
posting of proclamations in . .39(1)
.
without assessment roll deemed
unorganized districts 70
Naturalization
.
qualification for voting, as ...21(1)
. .
soldiers' franchise excepted 21(4)
.
women, re 21(2)
Naval services
.
temporary absence re, not to
disqualify voting 20(&)
Nomination
certificate of returning officer
re validity of 58(6)
dates for, same for all electoral
districts 23(2)
death of candidate after 63
election by acclamation re 60
election writs to state dates
for 23(4)
returning officer to read procla-
mation before 58(1)
. form of Form 1
1
separate papers for each
candidate 58(3)
time and place of 38
.
proclamations, in 37(l)(a)
. . form of Form 8
withdrawal of candidates after 62(1)
writing, in 58(2)
. form of Form 12
Nomination day
. refreshments on 170
Nomination papers
. consent of candidate with ...58(5)
.
examination of 58(6)
. filed with returning officer . .58(4)
. imperfect, examined by Chief
Election Officer 58(7)
Non-attendance
. agents, of 12
ELECTION—Con. Sec
Notary public
. oaths and affidavits sworn
before 9(1)
Notes of objections
. schedule for, poll books to
contain 26 f 6
Notices
.
advance polls, of 88(4)
. . form of Form 24
. appeal, of 144(1)
. . service of 144(2)
. applications for mandamus,
of 147(2)
. certificates for voting by deputy
returning officers, etc 85(2)
. recount, of 131
. returns, of, in Ontario Gazette ..148
. secrecy, of, posted in polling
place 25(1)
. . form of Form 5
. . guidance to voters, of,
separate 25(2)
.
withdrawal by candidate, of . .62(2)
Numbering
. ballot papers, of 72(9)
Oaths
administering, free 9(3)
allegiance, of, by voters 94
. form of Form 28
delivery of ballot boxes, on . 120(1)
. form of Form 36
deputy returning officer, of 66
.
form of Form 15
.
polls closed 120(3), Form 27
. voting, when 96
election clerk, by 44
. endorsed on writ 46
.
form of Form 10
evidence re mariners on 89(5)
friends of blind persons voting,
of 100(3)
. form of Form Z2
incapacity to vote without
assistance, of 100(1)
interpreters, of 101(1)
members of board to take ....3(8)
persons not on voters* list,
vouched for. of 95(3)
poll clerks, of 78(1)
.
form of Form 21
poll clerks, of, after votes
counted 118
. form of Form 35
power of election clerk to
administer 9(2)
power of returning officer to
administer 9(2)
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Oaths
—
Con.
. proxy, of 89(7)
. . form of Form 27
. qualification for certificate, of 86(2)
. . administration of 86(3)
. . penalty for default of 86(2)
. qualification of, by voters 94
. . form of Form 29
. returning officer, of 36
. .
form of Form 7
. secrecy, of 162
. . form of Form 40
. secrecy, of, poll books to
contain 26 US
. special, re proof of non-Indian
blood 22(2)
. swearing of 9(1)
Objections
. ballot papers, to 115(1)
. . noted, numbered and
initialled 115(2)
Official agents
—
See Agents
Omissions
. voters' list, in, re townships,
villages, etc 95(2)
Ontario Gazette
. notice of returns in 148
Orders
. arrests, for 157
. inspection of ballot papers,
for 151(1)
. . conditions re 151(3)
. . requirements re 151(2)
Parliament of Canada
. members of, cannot act as
returning officers, etc. ..32(1)12
Payment
. accounts, of 202(1)
.
candidates, to 200(1)
Pelee Island
. special regrulations re 42
Penalties
. actions for recovery of 196(a)
. appointment of persons with
previous convictions 174
. ballots miscounted 193
. corrupt practices 165(1)
. corrupt practices re ballot
papers 190
. default of oath of qualification
for certificates 86(2)
. deputy returning officers
neglecting duties 192(2)
. destruction, etc., of writs of
election, etc 191
ELECTION—Co«. Sec
Penalties
—
Con.
. disqualified persons to act as
returning officers, etc., for. .32(2)
. disqualified persons voting,
for 15(2)
. exemptions from 181(2)
. failure of deputy returning of-
ficers to swear questionable
voters 97(2)
. failure of election clerk to act . . .45
.
failure of grant of poll 59
. failure of poll clerks to act ..78(2)
. failure of returning officer to
post proclamations 40
. failure of returning officer to
provide ballot boxes 48(3)
. failure to deliver statement of
receipts and expenses ....203(3)
. false declarations by advance
voters 88(7)
. false statements of receipts
and expenses 203(4)
. false statements re withdrawals
of candidates 176
. falsifying polling lists 189
. omission of initials on ballot
papers 192(1)
. personation 171 (2)
. persons aggrieved 195
. procuring appointment as poll
clerks, etc 173
; proxy voting after cancellation
of appointment 89(11)(&)
. recovery of 188
. refreshments 166(2)
. . polling day or nomination
day, on 170
. refusal of deputy returning
officer to act 67
. refusal of returning officer to
take an oath 36
. refusal to act as returning
officer 34
. returning officer granting more
certificates to agents of
candidates 85(7)
. supplying conveyances .... 169(1, 2)
. undue influence 171(1)
. violating secrecy 194
. votes received after refusal to
swear 104(2)
. voting when not entitled 175
Personation
. voters, of 171 (1)
. . penalties for 171 (2)
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Persons over sixty
. exempt from acting as return-
ing officers, etc 33 V 4
Petitions
. order for inspection of ballot
papers, for 151(2)
Physicians and surgeons
. exempt from acting as return-
ing officers, etc 33 If 1
Places
.
nominations, for 38
. recount, of 131
Poll books
. copy of statement of result
attached to H7(l)
. entries in, re duplicate votes 108(3)
. entries of persons voting under
certificates in 86(4)
. . form of Form 6
. entries of voters in 103
. entries re voting by blind
persons in 100(4)
.
form of Form 6
, penalties for destruction, etc.,
of 191(1)
. penalties for falsifying 189
. placed in ballot boxes 119
. record of proxies in 89(8)
.
returning officers, to 26
Poll clerks
. allowed in polling places ....111(1)
. appointment of 78(1)
. . form of commission re . . Form 22
. certificates to, for voting at poll
where employed 85(1)
. . form of Form 23
. . notice re 85(2)
. Chief Election Officer to
instruct 5(2)
. deputy returning officers, to act
as 80
. duties of 79
. entries of voters in poll books
by 103
. fees of 205(1)
, . payment of 205(2)
, incapacity to act 82
. miscounting ballots, penalties
re 193
.. oath of 78(1)
. . form of Form 21
, oath of, after closing poll, poll
books to contain 26 ff 10
. . form of Form 35
. oath of, after votes counted ...118
. . form of Form 35
- oath of, poll books to contain 26 If 4
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Poll clerks
—
Con.
. penalties for procuring appoint-
ments as 173
. penalty for refusal to act 78(2)
. persons disqualified to act as 32(1)
. . penalty for Z2{2)
. . validity of election not
affected by 32(3)
.
persons exempt from acting as .33
. previous convictions of 174
. qualifications of 78(3)
. record of advance voters kept
by 88(8)
. statement of results signed
by 117(2)
. subsequent appointments of ....81
. voting on production of
certificates by 86(1)
. . oath of qualification for . .86(2,3)
Polling day
.
ballot boxes opened and votes
counted on 88(13)
.
refreshments on 170
Polling lists
. certificate of clerk of the peace
re 77
. copies of, for additional polling
places 76(3)
. copies of, to returning officers,
etc 76(1)
. defined l{k)
. form of 76(2)
.
penalties for destruction, etc.,
of 191(1)
. penalties for falsifying 189
. placed in ballot boxes 119
. prepared under Part IV of
Voters' Lists Act 76(8)
. revised 76(6)
. special directions by Chief
Election Officer re 76(7)
. typed but not printed until
after revision 76(5)
Polling places
.
additional 54(2, 5)
. . copies of polling lists for ..76(3)
. ballot box for each of 48(1)
.
board to approve number and
location of 55(3)
. costs re 55(5)
. . unnecessary 55(4)
. deputy returning officers
appointed for 65(1)
.
designation of, in certificates 85(4)
. division of voters for two or
more 54(6)
. location of 55(2)
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Polling places
—
Con.
. notices of secrecy posted in . .25(1)
.
persons who may remain in 111(1)
. . rights of authorized agents
re 111(2)
.
proclamations to state ....37(l)(f)
. returning officer to fix 54(1)
. returning officer to provide
proper buildings for 55(1)
. soldiers' hospitals, in 56(1)
. tavern or entertainment place
not to house 54(4)
. unorganized districts, in 69
. voters not to remove ballot
papers from 107
. voters to leave, upon voting . . . 105
. voting in, communicating infor-
mation re 158(3)
. voting in two or more 54(7)
Polling subdivisions
.
polling places for each 54(1)
.
proclamations posted in
each 39(1)(6)
.
returning officer to make, on
failure by council 53(1)
.
township or village, in 95(1)
. union of 54(3)
PoUs
.
advance—see Advance polls
.
attendance of deputy returning
officers at 91(1)
.
certificates of results of, to
candidates 117(3)
. counting of ballots before
opening of 91(2)
. duties of deputy returning
officers at close of 113
. failure to hold, at time and
place appointed 7(1)(6)
. grant of, where too many
candidates 59
. .
penalty for default of 59
. hours of 87(1)
- irregularities in proceedings
preliminary to 7(1) (a)
. irregularities re taking of ..7(l)(c)
. oath of deputy returning officer
after closing of ... .26 If 9, 120(3)
. . form of Form 37
. proclamation re deputy return-
ing officers after granting of . . .64
. proclamation to state day for
taking 37(0(6)
. provision by board for earlier
opening of 87(2)
. statement of, poll books to
contain 26 f 7
ELECTION—Con. Sec.
Polls
—
Con.
. statement of results of 117(1)
. . form of Form 33
Post offices
. proclamation posted up in 39(1) (o)
Postmasters
. exempt from acting as return-
ing officers, etc 33113
Prescribed
. defined 1(0
Priests
. disqualified to act as returning
officers, etc 32(1)113
Printers
. affidavit of 72(12)
. . form of Form 19
. corrupt practices by 190(i)
. names of, on ballot papers . .72(11)
. reasonable charges by ...200(4) (6)
. receipts by 72{7)
. . form of Form 18
Prisoners
. disqualified from voting 17
Proclamations
. deputy returning officers, re
upon granting of poll 64
. discretion of returning officer
re posting of 39(3)
. penalties for failure to post 40
. places for posting up of ....39(1)
. posting of 37(2)
. . unorganized territory, in ...39(2)
.
provisions for delays posting . . . .41
. returning officers, by 37(1)
. . form of Form 8
. returning officer to read 58(1)
. . form of Form 1
1
Prosecutions
. corrupt practices, for 197
. . evidence re 198
Protest
. second elections on 183
Provisional judicial districts
. board for every 2(1)
. composition of boards in 3(2)
Proxy
. applications by, to be entered
on list 89(4)
appointment of 89(2)
. form of Form 25
certificate re appointment of 89(5)
. form of Form 26
mariners voting by 89(1)
. one only allowed 89(6)
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Proxy
—
Con.
. oath of 89(7)
. .
form of Form 27
.
penalties for illegal voting by 89( II)
.
record of 89(8)
.
regulations re 89(9)
. term of appointment of 89(3)
.
voting in own right by 89(10)
Public places
.
proclamations posted up in 39(1) (c)
Qualifications
. candidates, for 14
. deputy returning officers, of ..65(2)
. poll clerks, of 78(3)
. returning officers, of 29
. voters, of 18
Quorum
. board, of 3(9)
Railway employees
.
advance polls for 88(1)
. .
time for opening 88(2)
Receipts
. ballot boxes, for 120(1)
. ballot paper, re, from printer 72{7)
. . form of Form 18
. Clerk of the Crown in Chan-
cery, by, for paper 72(4)
. paper from King's Printer,
for 72(3)
. returning officer, by, for
paper 72(5)
Record
.
advance voters, of 88(8)
. ballot papers, of 73
. ballots cast for each candidate,
of 116(1)
. proxies, of 89(8)
. returning officers, by, of all
supplies used 146(5)
Recount
. appeal from decision at ....144(1)
. attendance of returning officer
and election clerk at ....134(1)
. ballot papers sealed at close
of 139(1)
. care of documents during ..137(2)
. certificate of judge on 141 (2)
. costs of 142(1)
. . taxation of 142(2)
. judge, by 130(2)
.
notices of time and place of . . .131
.
persons present at 135(1)
. presence of county court clerk
at 133
. procedure by judge at 136
. proceeded with continuously 137(1)
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Recoimt
—
Con.
. production and custody of
ballot papers at 134(2)
. returns withheld on 132
. rules to govern 138
. sanction of judge to be present
at 135(3)
. security for 130(2)
. statements missing, on 140(1)
. . powers of judge re 140(2)
Refreshments
. forbidden except at residence 166(1)
. . penalties for default 166(2)
Registrar of Supreme Court
. inspection of ballot papers
supervised by 151 (4)
Regulations
. defined l(m)
. election, re for Pelee Island
and Amherst Island 42
. proxies, re 89(9)
Remuneration
. clerical assistance, of 6
Reports
. returning officers, of, with
returns 145(2)
. special, by returning officers . . . 129
Requisitions
. constables, for 156
Residence
. Canada, in, as qualification for
voting 18111(d)
. change of, within two months
of polling 19(1)
. . affidavit re, form of Form 2
. electoral district, in, as quali-
fication for voting 18 H 1 (*)
. qualifications re, in territory
without municipal
organization 18 If 3(0
. voting in polling places where 84(1)
Returning officers
. additional deputy returning
officers appointed by 54(8)
. additional polling places in
discretion of 54(2)
. additional polling places pro-
vided by 54(5)
. adjournment on non-return of
ballot boxes 124
. advertising candidates exi>enses
by 202(2)
. affidavit of, after returns . . . 146(4)
. . form of Form 39
. appointment of 28
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Returning officers
—
Con.
. approval of appointment of
constables by 83
. assistance by justices and
constables 155
. attendance at recount 134(1)
. ballot boxes provided by ....48(1)
. ballot boxes returned to ....120(1)
. ballot papers printed by 72(6)
. casting vote by 16(1), 123
. . equality at recount, on ...141(3)
. certificate by, for outside
voters 85(1)
. . form of . . . .- Form 23
. .
notice re 85(2)
. . poll books to contain ....261111
. certificate of judge to 144(7)
. certificate re validity of
nominations 58(6)
. Chief Election Officer to
instruct 5(2)
. compartments in polling places
provided by 57
. copies of Act to 27
. copies of directions to voters
by 74(1)
. . form of Form 4
. costs of unnecessary polls
borne by 55(4)
. custody of ballot papers in,
at recount 134(2)
. date of receipt of writ of
election endorsed by 35
. death or inability to act 43(3)
. declaration of results by 122
. declarations of withdrawal to 62(1)
. delivery of ballot boxes by 50
. deputy—see Deputy returning
officers
. discretion of, re posting of
proclamations 39(3)
. disqualified from voting 16(1)
. duties and liabilities of election
clerk acting as 47
.
duty on receipt of ballot boxes 121
-
duty re disappearance of ballot
boxes 126
. duty re proper building for
polling places 55(1)
. election clerk appointed by ..43(1)
. . form of commrssion re . . Form 9
. election supplies furnished by ...71
. endorsement on election papers
by 146(2)
- endorsement on unused election
papers by 146(6)
. falsifying polling lists 189
ELECTION—Con. Sec.
Returning officers
—
Con.
. fees of 205(1)
. .
payment of 205(2)
. irregularities by, prior to
poll 7(l)(a)
. limitation of certificates to
agents of candidates by 85(7)
. . penalty for contravention
of 85(7)
. list of advance voters sent to 88(12)
. list of persons obtaining cer-
tificates kept by 85(5)
. . entries of refusals in 85(6)
. mandamus to compel perform-
ance of duties by 147(1)
. . notice to 147(2)
.
municipalities divided into
polling subdivisions by ... .53(1)
. nomination papers filed with 58(4)
. notices as to secrecy sent to. .25(1)
. notices of advance polls by ..88(4)
. . form of Form 24
. notices of recount to 131
. notices of withdrawal posted
by 62(2)
. notification of appointment as . . .24
.
bath of secrecy by 162
. . form of Form 40
. oaths by 36
. .
form of Form 7
. .
penalty for refusal 36
.
official agents of candidates,
published by 61
. orders for arrests by 157
. paper for ballot papers sent to 72(5)
.
penalties for failure to post
proclamations 40
.
penalty for failure to provide
ballot boxes 48(3)
. persons disqualified to act as 32(1)
. .
penalty for 32{2)
. . validity of election not
affected by 32(3)
.
persons exempt from acting as . .33
. poll books to 26
. polling lists delivered by 54(8)
. polling lists for additional
polling places supplied by . .76(3)
. polling lists to 76( 1)
. polling places fixed by 54(1)
. . advanced polls, for 88(3)
. powers of 154
. . administration of oaths, re ..9(2)
. . non-delivery of statements,
re 128
. present at recount 135(1)
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ELECTION—Con. Sec.
Returning officers
—
Con.
printer's receipt to 72(7)
.
form of Form 18
proceedings on disappearance of
statements, etc 127
proceedings re imperfect
nomination papers 58(7)
proclamations by 37(1)
.
deputy returning officers, re . .64
. form of Form 8
. form of reading of Form 11
provisions for delays in posting
proclamations 41(1-3)
. report of cause for 41(4)
qualifications of 28
receipt of deputy returning
officers re ballot papers to. .74(2)
. form of Form 20
record of ballot papers by 73
refusal or incapacity to act as . .30
report of, with returns 145(2)
return of ballot boxes by 52
return of records and all unused
materials by 146(4)
returns by 145 ( 1
)
. form of Form 38
special reports by 129
spoilt ballot papers returned to 109
statement of appointment of
agents to 199(1)
statement of receipts and
expenses to 203(1)
. penalty for failure 203(3)
. penalty for false 203(4)
.
preservation of 204
.
publishing of 203(2)
subsequent appointments of
deputy returning officers by . . .68
subsequent election clerks
appointed by 43(1)
supplies for advance polls
furnished by 88(5)
time for request for certificates
from 85(3)
transmission of election papers
by 146(1)
union of polling subdivisions
by 54(3)
withholding returns by, on
recount 132
writ of election to new 31
Returns
—
See also Statements
bribery to obtain 165(1) (f)
election of 145(1)
. form of Form 38
. report accompanied by ...145(2)
mandamus to compel .... 147(1) (d)
notice of, in Ontario Gazette .... 148
ELECTION—Con. Sec.
Revising officers
. affidavit of change of residence
filed with 19(1)
. application by proxy to be
listed to 89(4)
. certificates by, re change of
residence 19(2)
. . form of Form 3
. certificates of appointment of
proxy 89(5)
. . form of Form 26
. disqualified for election 2(2)
. entry of new voter on list by 19(3)
. revised lists prepared by ...76(4)
Sailors
. advance polls for 88(1)
. . time for opening 88(2)
Schedules for "Notes of Objection"
.
poll books to contain 26^6
Secrecy
. maintaining 158(1)
. notices of 25(1)
. . form of Form 5
. oath of 162
. .
form of Form 40
. . poll books to contain 26 If 5
.
penalties for violating 194
.
pretence of non 171 (2)
.
violation of 163(1)
. .
prosecutions re 163(2)
Secret
. markings on ballot papers ... .72(2)
Security
. manufacturer of ballot papers,
by 72(3)
. recount, for 130(2)
. . costs from 143
Service
. notice of appeal, of 144(2)
Signatures
. statements of results to ....117(2)
Soldiers
.
qualifications for voting by
disabled 18 112
. temporary absence of, not to
disqualify voting 20(6)
. voting of incapacitated 56(2)
Soldiers' hospitals
.
polling places in 56(1)
Statements
—
See also Returns
.
candidates' receipts and ex-
penses, of 203(1)
. . penalty for default of 203(3)
. . penalty for false 203(4)
. .
publishing of 203(2)
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ELECTION—Con. Sec
Statements
—
Con.
. false, re withdrawal of
candidates 176
poll, of
. poll books to contain 26 If 7
. verification by judge 138
recount incorrect 130(2) (c)
result, of 117(1)
. custody at recount 134(2)
. disappearance of 127
. . powers of returning officers
re 128
. . recount, where 140(1)
. form of Form 33
. . signatures to 117(2)
Stationery
. King's Printer to supply, to
returning officers 25(3)
Stubs
. ballot, with 72(8)
. numbering of 72(9)
Students
. temporary absence of, not to
disqualify voting 20(c)
Supreme Court
. appeals to 182
. applications for mandamus
to 147(1)
. inspection of ballot papers by
order of 151(1)
. motion for removal of dis-
qualification to 186
Term
appointment of proxy, of . . . .89(3)
Time
. actions for recovery of penalties
for 196(0
. appeal, for 144(1)
. appeal from judges* decision
on recount, for 141(1)
. claims against candidates,
for 201(1)
. custody of election papers,
for 149(1)
. election, for, after writs of
election 23(1)
. employees to take, for voting ..112
. filing of nomination papers,
for 58(4)
. hearing of appeal, for 144(6)
. nominations, for 38
. notice of recount, for . . .• 131
. opening of advance polls, for 88(2)
. posting proclamations, for ...37(2)
. statements of receipts and ex-
penses to returning officers,
for 203(1)
ELECTION—Con. Sec.
Town halls
proclamations posted up in 39(1) (f)
Towns
. population under 3,500 95(1)
. . omissions from lists, voting
when vouched for in ..95(2-4)
Townships
. omissions from list, voting
when vouched for in 95(2)
. . oath of voters re 95(3)
. . rights re 95(4)
Travellers
. advance polls for 88(1)
. . time for opening 88(2)
Travelling expenses
. candidates, of 200(2) (t)
Treasurer of Ontario
. cheque for accounts by 205(5)
Treating
. penalties for 167(1)
Uniformity
. ballot papers, of 72(10)
Unorganized territories
. ballot boxes returned to clerks
of the peace in 52
. Indian reserves deemed 22(3)
. municipalities without assess-
ment rolls deemed 70
. posting of proclamations in . .39(2)
. qualifications for voting in . . 18 ff 3
. . oath to voters re, form
of Form 1
Vacancies
. chairmanship, of 3(6)
. membership of board of 3(10)
Veterans
. disabled, franchise 18 H 2
. . form of oath re Form 30
Villages
. omissions from list, voting
when vouched for in 95(2)
. . oath of voters re 95(3)
. . rights re 95(4)
Voters
. advance 88(9)
. .
list of, to returning officer 88(12)
. . swearing of 88(10)
. applications for mandamus
by 147(1)
. ballot papers accidentally
spoilt by 109
. ballot papers of, inducing
display of 159
. blind persons as 100(1)
. . form of oath re Form 31
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ELECTION—Cow. Sec
Voters
—
Con.
bribery of 165(l)(a)
British subjects by naturaliza-
tion 21(1)
candidates guilty of corrupt
practices, disqualified as ..180(1)
communicating information
re 158(3)
compartments for 57, 93
declarations by advance 88(6)
. penalties for false 88(7)
deputy returning officers
as 65(2), 96
deputy returning officers,
instructions by 99
designation of place to vote by
initials, of 54(7)
directions to, posting up of .74(1)
. form of Form 4
display of ballot papers by ....161
division of. for two or more
polling places 54(6)
employment received
by \6S{\){g,h)
entries of, in poll books 103
exclusion of other, from
compartments 106
friends of blind persons as.. 100(2)
. entries in poll books of ..100(4)
. oath of 100(3)
. . form of Form 2>2
impersonation of 108(1)
. name of, entered in poll
books 108(3)
. procedure by deputy return-
ing officers re 108(2)
incapacitated by blindness,
etc 100(1)
Indians disqualified as 22(1)
interference with 158(2)
leaving premises, upon voting.. 105
mode of depositing ballot
papers by 102
moneys received by 165(1) (fir)
notice re guidance to 25(2)
oath of qualification and
allegiance of 94
. form of Form 28
. form of Form 29
penalties for procuring 175
penalties for supplying
conveyances for 169(1)
penalties for undue influence
of 171(1)
penalties for violating secrecy
of 194
personation of 171(1)
.
penalties for 171(2)
ELECTION—Con. Sec.
Voters
—
Con.
persons disqualified as 15(1), 16, 17
. exception 16(3)
. penalty for 15(2)
persons employed by candidates
disqualified as 16(2)
poll clerks as 78(3)
proxies as, in their own
right 89(10)
qualifications for 18
. territory without municipal
organization, in 18 H 3
. . oath re, form of Form 1
receipt of reasonable charges
not to disqualify 200(4)
receiving transportation .... 169(2)
refreshments for 166, 167
refusing to be sworn 104(1)
rejection of ballot papers of ..114
removal from one electoral
district to another 19(1)
. certificates to 19(2)
. . production of, at polls ..19(4)
removal of ballot papers by,
prohibited 107
rights of disabled soldiers as 18112
. form of oath re Form 30
swearing of questionable ....97(1)
. penalty for failure of 97(2)
temporary absence not to
disqualify 20
tender of votes and voting by. .110
unable to read 100
. form of oath re Form 31
unable to speak English 101
voting in subdivisions where
residence of 84(1)
voting under list prepared under
Fart V of Voters' Lists Act 84(2)
. penalties for contravension 84(3)
Voters' lists
. advance voters on 88(9)
. irregularities re 7 {2)
. penalties for destruction, etc.,
of 191(1)
. . abettors, re 191(2)
Voters' Lists Act
. change of residence re electoral
districts not applicable to
Part IV of 19(5)
. King's Printer to supply forms
except those under Part IV
of .25(3)
. lists for Indian voters pre-
pared under 22(3)
. polling lists prepared under
Part IV of 54(8). 76(8)
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ELECTION—Con. Sec
Voters' Lists Act—Con,
. proxies entered on lists under 89(4)
. residence for voting as
under 181[1(0
. revised voters' lists under Act
not affected by 76(4)
. voters listed under Part V of 84(2)
. voters' lists in accordance
with 76(2)
Votes
. ballot, by 90
. equality of, casting vote by
returning officer 123
. irregularities re counting
of 7(ll)(f)
Voting
. communicating information
re 158(3)
. employees to take time off for. .112
. incapacitated soldiers, of ...56(2)
. maintaining secrecy re 158(1)
. penalties for procuring persons
not entitled to 175
Wards
. proclamations posted in
each 39(1)(0
Weight
. ballot papers, of 72(1)
Withdrawal
. candidates, of 62(1)
. . form of Form 13
. . notice of 62(2)
Witnesses
. compellable, for proceedings be-
fore Committee on Privileges
and Elections of Assembly 153(2)
. perjury by 186
Women
. deemed British subjects 21(2)
Writs of election
. date of receipt endorsed on 35
. dated on same day 23(3)
. dates for nomination and
polling in 23(4)
. directions in, as notice of
appointment 28
. oath of election clerk endorsed
on 46
. penalties for destruction, etc.
of 191(1)
. . abettors re 191(2)
. returning officers subsequently
appointed, to 31
York coimty
. board in composition of 3(1)
ELECTORS Sec.
See Municipal Act
ELECTRIC
See Factory, Shop and Office
Building Act; Highway Im-
provement Act; Mining Act;
Municipal Act; Municipal
Franchises Act; Power Com-
mission Act; Public Utilities
Corporations Act; Public
Works Act; Rural Hydro-
Electric Distribution Act;
Rural Power District Loans
Act: Rural Power District
Service Charge Act
ELECTRIC RAILWAYS
See Assessment Act; Corpora-
tions Tax Act; Highway Im-
provement Act; Municipal
Electric Railways Act; Public
Utilities Act; Railways Act
ELECTRICAL
ENGINEERS
See Professional Engineers Act
ELECTRICAL POWER
See Power Commission Act;
Power Commission Insurance
Act; Power Control Act; Pub-
lic Utilities Act; Rural Hydro-
Electric Distribution Act
ELECTRICIAN
See Apprenticeship Act
ELEVATORS
See Building Trades Protection
Act; Factory, Shop and Of-
fice Building Act; Mining Act;
Municipal Act; Railways Act
EMBALMERS AND
FUNERAL
DIRECTORS
Embalmers and Funeral
Directors Act,
Vol. 1, p. 1261.
See also Coroners Act; Public
Authorities Protection Act;
Vital Statistics Act
Actions
. limitation of 18
Administration of Act
. regulations re 20(0
Age
. requirements for licence ..11(1) (6)
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EMBALMERS AND Sec.
FUNERAL
DIRECTORS—Con.
Allowances
.
Board, to, regulations re
payments of 20(s)
Appeals
. cancellation of licence, from . .15(3)
Apprenticeship
. certificates of qualification
granted on completion
of 14(l)(a)(i)
.
regulations re 20(d)
Approved schools
—
See also
Schools
.
certificates of qualification
granted to graduates
of 14(l)(a)(i)
.
defined l(o)
.
regulations re
. .
admission 20(6)
. .
equipment 20(o)
Articled students
.
defined 1(6)
. licence or permit not required
by 9(3)(a)
. regulations re limitation of . .20(d)
.
regulations re registration of 20(e)
Assistant secretary
. appointed by Board 3
. regulations re duties of 20(g)
Auditing
books of Board, of 6(1)
Board of examiners
. appointment of 2(1)
. . officers 2(2)
. assistant secretary appointed by..
3
. audit of books of 6(1)
. cancellation of licences and
permits by 15(2)
. . appeal from 15(3)
. certificates of qualification
granted by 14(1)
. . cancellation by failure to
use 14(3)
. . effect of certain 14(2)
. . re-issued by 16
. defined 1(c)
. meetings of 4(1)
. . notice of 4(2,3)
. moneys and securities of 6(2)
. permits for sparsely settled
areas, by 12(1)
. powers of chairman to make
decisions for 5(1)
. . effect of 5(2)
.
quorum of 2(3)
regulations by 20
EMBALMERS AND
FUNERAL
DIRECTORS—Con.
Sec.
Board of examiners
—
Con.
. report to Minister, by 7
.
requirements for granting of
licences by 11(1)
. schools approved by 19(a)
.
suspension of licences by ....15(1)
. . appeal from 15(3)
Body
. embalming of, for shipment out
of Ontario 10
Books and records
. Board, of, audit of 6(1)
. regrulations re 20(/)
Business
. several places of, licensed
funeral director for each . . 17(6)
Certificates of qtialification
cancellation by failure to use 14(3)
defined 1(d)
eflfect of certain certificates as 14(2)
granting of 14(1)
licence granted on ll(l)(a)
. re-issue of 16
regulations re
.
examinations for 20(f)
.
issue of 20(;)
.
requirements for 20(^)
.
training of holders of 20(t)
report of refusal of, to Minister 7(c)
report of revocation of, to
Minister 7(d)
report of, to Minister 7(6)
unnecessary for sparsely
settled areas 12(1)
Chairman of Board
. appointment of 2(2)
.
powers to make decisions ...5(1)
. . effect of 5(2)
Character
. certificate of qualification
granted on good moral. .14(1) (6)
. re-issue of certificates on proof
of good 16(o)
Conduct
.
regulations defining 20(o)
Continuing offence
.
penalties for 21(2)
Definitions
. approved school 1 (o)
. articled student 1(6)
. Board 1(0
.
certificate of qualification 1(d)
.
embalming 1 (*)
. funeral director 1 (/)
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EMBALMERS AND Sec
FUNERAL
DIRECTORS—Con.
Definitions
—
Con.
. licence l(ff)
. licensed embalmer 1 (Jh)
. licensed funeral director 1 (»)
. Minister 1 (/)
. permit 1 {k)
. regrulations 1 (/)
Embalming
. Board to approve schools for 19(a)
. . funds by 19(&)
. defined 1(e)
regulations re materials used
in 20(111)
. required prior to shipping out
of Ontario 10
Employment
. Board, by, regulations re .. .20(r)
Examinations
. certificate of qualifications
granted on passing of ..14(l)(c)
Expenditures
. report of, to Minister 7(/)
Expenses
. Board, of, regulations re 20(r)
Pees
. certificate of qualification
granted on payment of. .14(l)(rf)
. regulations re 20(ife)
. re-issue on payment of 16(6)
. report of. to Minister 7(e)
Funeral directors
—
See also
Licensed fimeral
directors
. defined \{f)
Jurisdiction
. regulations re 20(A)
Licences
. cancellation of 15(2)
. . appeal from 15(3)
. defined 1 {g)
. display of 13
. exempted persons 9(3)
. expiration of 11 (3)
. regulations re 20(f)
. renewals of 11(1)
. required by embalmer 9(2)
. required by funeral director . .9(1)
. requirements for 11(1)
. sparsely settled areas, for ...12(1)
. . terms and conditions for . . 12(2)
. suspension by Board 15(1)
. appeal from 15(3)
Licensed embalmers
. defined 1(h)
. display of licence by 13
EMBALMERS AND Sec.
FUNERAL
DIRECTORS—Con.
Licensed embalmers
—
Con.
. licensed funeral director
deemed 11(2)
. limitation of action against 18
. report to Minister 7(a)
Licensed fimeral directors
—
See also
Funeral directors
. display of licence by 13
. deemed licensed embalmers ..11(2)
. defined 1(«)
. limitation of actions against 18
. managers, as, for one business
place 17(a)
. more than one plaee of business
of
. . employment of managers
for 17(6)
. . residences of managers for 17(c)
. reg^ulations re premises of 20(0
. report to Minister 7(a)
Lieutenant-Governor in Comidl
. approval of regfulations of
Board by 20
. Board of examiners appointed
by 2(1)
. . officers of 2(2)
Limitation of actions
. negligence or malpractice, for ... 18
Managers
. residences of 17(0
Medical students
. licence or permit not required
by 9(3)(6)
Meetings
. Board of examiners, of 4(1)
. . notice of 4(2)
. . .
waiver of 4(3)
Minister
. appeals to 15(3)
. defined l(j)
. report by Board -to 7
Moneys
. deposit of 6(2)
Notice
. meetings of Board, of 4(2)
. . waiver of 4(3)
OfiBcers
. Board of examiners, of
. . appointment of 2(2)
. . quorum of 2(3)
Penalties
. violation of Act 21(1)
. . continuing offence 21(2)
Permits
—
See Licences
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EMBALMERS AND Sec.
FUNERAL
DIRECTORS—Con.
Practice and procedure
.
hearings by Board, regulations
re 20(«)
Public Authorities Protection Act
. ai)plication to oflicers of Board . 8
Qualifications
.
licence, for 11(1)
Quorum
.
Board, of 2(3)
Regulations
.
P,oar<I, by 20
.
defined 1(0
. licence granted when complied
with 11(0(0
Renewals
. licences, of 11(1)
. .
expiration of 11(3)
Reports
. Board, by, to Minister 7
Residence
.
managers, of 17(c)
Revenue
. report to Minister re 7(f)
Salaries
. assistant secretary, of 3
Schools—5"c^ also Approved schools
. approved by Board of
examiners 19(fl)
. . funds to 19(b)
Secretary-treasurer
. appointment of 2(2)
.
duties re moneys and securities 6(2)
. notice of meetings to Board,
by 4(2)
. .
waiver of 4(3)
. regulations re duties of 20(q)
Securities
. purchase and sale of 6(2)
Tenure of office
.
members of Board of
examiners, of 2(1)
Time
. appeals, for 15(3)
.
licences, of 11(3)
.
limitation of actions, for 18
Undertakers
. certificates of qualification
granted to holders of other
certificates 14(1) (a) (ii)
Vice-chairman of Board
. appointment of 2(2)
EMBLEM
See Floral E'mblem Act
EMPLOYEES Sec.
See Factory, Shop and Office
Building Act; Hours of Work
and Vacations with Pay Act;
'Industrial Standards Act;
Labour Relations Act; Master
and Servant Act; Mechanics'
Lien Act; Minimum Wage
Act; One Day's Rest in Seven
Act; Public and Other Works
Wages Act
EMPLOYERS
See Hours of Work and Vaca-
tions With Pay Act; Industrial
Standards Act; Master and
Servant Act; Minimum Wage
Act; Workmen's Compensa-
tion Act
EMPLOYMENT
See Apprenticeship Act; Blind
Workmen's Compensation Act;
Department of Labour Act;
Extramural Employment of
Persons under Sentence Act;
Wages Act; Woodmen's Em-
ployment Act
EMPLOYMENT
AGENCIES
Emplovment Agencies Act,
Vol. l,p. 127L
See also Department of Labour
Act
Addresses
.
businesses, of, stated in
licences 2(3)
Administration of Act
.
regulations re 4(m)
Books and records
.
regulations re 4(e)
Branches
. licences for 2(4)
Businesses
. licences to carry on 2
.
penalties for carrj-ing on with-
out licence 3
.
regulations re conduct of 4(f)
Definitions
. Deputy Minister 1(a)
.
employment agency l(fc)
.
private emplo^-ment agency ...1(f)
.
regulations 1 (d)
.
Treasurer 1 (r)
voluntary employment agency 1(f)
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EMPLOYMENT Sec
AGENCIES—Con.
Deputy Minister
. defined 1 (a)
. licences granted by 2(1)
.
regulations re powers of 4(ife)
Employment agencies
. defined 1(6)
Fees
. private employment agencies,
for, regulations re 4(a)
. services, for, regulations re . .
.4(g)
Inspectors
. regulations re appointment of. .4(i)
. regulations re powers of 4{k)
Inquiries
. regulations re 4(k)
Licences
.
addresses of business stated in 2(3)
.
branches to have separate 2(4)
. fees for, regulations re 4(a)
. issue of 2(1)
.
penalties for carrying on
business without 3
. regulations re cancellation of . .4(j)
. regulations re prohibiting 4(f)
. .
exceptions 4(d)
. regulations re security for 4(/)
. term of 2{2)
Lieutenant-Governor in Council
.
regulations by 4
Municipsility
. separate licence for each 2(4)
Penalties
. carrying on business without
licence 3
Private emplojrment agencies
. defined 1(c)
. regulations re classification of 4(b)
. regulations re fees for 4(a)
Public Inquiries Act
. regulations re powers under . .4(k)
Records
. regulations re 4(e)
Regulations
. defined 1(d)
. made by Lieutenant-Governor
in Council 4
Returns
. regulations re 4(h)
Security
. regulations re 4(f)
Treasurer
. defined l(^)
Voluntary employment agencies
. defined 1(f)
EMPLOYMENT Sec.
AGENCIES—Con.
Volimtary employment agencies
—Con.
. regulations re 4(1)
. . fees of 4(a)
ENCUMBRANCES
See Mortgages Act; Registry
Act; Short Forms of Mort-
gages Act
ENFORCEMENT
See Execution Act; Judges* Or-
ders Enforcement Act; Liquor
Control Act; Petty Trespass
Act; Police Act; Police Health
Act; Sheriffs Act
ENGINEERS
See Architects Act; Ditches and
Watercourses Act; Highway
Improvement Act; Land Sur-
veyors Act; Mechanics* Lien
Act; Municipal Act; Municipal
Drainage Act; Operating En-
gineers Act; Professional En-
gineers Act; Public Works
Act; Railways Act
ENGLISH LANGUAGE
See Judicature Act; Public
Schools Act
ENGLISH LAW
See Property and Civil Rights
Act
ENTAIL
See Estates Tail Act
ENTOMOLOGICAL
SOCIETY OF
ONTARIO
See Agricultural Associations
Act
ENTRY OF HORSES
Entry of Horses at
Exhibitions Act,
Vol. 1, p. 1275.
Classification
. horses of 3
Competitions
. prohibition of fraudulent entry
of horses in 1
Entry
. names not to be changed after . . .2
. prohibition re fraudulent J
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ENTRY OF HORSES—Con. Sec.
Horses
.
classification of 3
. names not to be changed after
entry 2
.
prohibition of fraudulent entries..!
Imprisonment
. non-payment of penalty, for . .4(2)
Names
. horses, of
. . change of, not allowed after
entry 2
. . false 1
Penalties
.
violation of Act, for 4(1)
Prosecution
. offence, for 4(2)
Rules of Association
.
classification of horses under ... .3
. names not to be changed after
entry except under 2
. prohibition re fraudulent
entries under 1
Time
. prosecution, for 4(2)
Trial
. speed of 3
EPIDEMICS
See Municipal Act; Public
Health Act; Vaccination Act
EPILEPTICS
See Mental Hospitals Act; Psy-
chiatric Hospitals Act
ESCHEATS
Escheats Act,
Vol. 1, p. 1277.
See also Crown Administration
of Estates Act; Public Trus-
tee Act
Actions
. recovery of property by Crown,
for 2(1)
. . procedure for 2(2)
. recovery of property by
grantee, for 4
Crown
. recovery of property from
estates without heirs by . . . .2(1)
. . proceeding 2(2)
Conditions
.
release of waiver of forfeiture,
for 5
Definitions
. heir 1(a)
. property 1(6)
ESCHEATS—Con. Sec.
Forfeiture
. Crown, to 2(1)
. release or waiver of 5
Grantees
. rights for recovery of property
by 4
Grants
. forfeited property, of 3
Heirs
. defined I(o)
.
forfeiture of property for want
of 2(1)
. grant of forfeited property to .3
Informant
. grants re forfeited property to .3
Lieutenant-Governor in Council
.
grant of forfeited property by .3
. release or waiver of forfeiture
by 5
. sale of real estate directed by 6(1)
Moral claim
. grant for 3
Order in Council
.
sale of real estate by 6(1)
Property
. defined 1(6)
. grant of forfeited 3
.
recovery by Crown of intestate 2(1)
. . procedure for 2(2)
. rights of grantee re 4
. sale of personal 6(2)
. sale of real 6(1)
Public Trustee
. recovery of property for Crown
by 2(1)
. . proceedings for 2(2)
. sale of personal property by . .6(2)
. sale of real estate by 6(1)
Release
. forfeiture, of 5
Reward
. grants to informant as 3
Sale
. personal property, of 6(2)
. real estate, of 6(1)
Waiver
. forfeiture, of 5
ESTATES
See Absentees Act; Conveyanc-
ing of Law of Property Act;
Crown Administration of Es-
tates Act; Devolution of Es-
tates Act; Dower Act; Es-
tates Tail Act; Infants Act;
Land Titles Act; Old Age
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Pensions Act; Partition Act;
Public Trustee Act; Quieting
Titles Act; Registry Act;
Settled Estates Act; Succes-
sion Duty Act; Surrogate
Courts Act; Trustee Act
ESTATES TAIL
Estates Tail Act,
Vol. 1, p. 1279.
5*^^ also Conveyancing and Law
of Property Act; Devolution
of Estates Act; Infants Act;
Limitations Act; Wills Act
Actual tenant in tail
—
See also
Tenant in tail
. consent of protector to dispose
of entailed land by 18
defined l(l)(o)
. power to dispose of lands in fee
simple 3
.
.
exceptions re 4
Administration of Justice Act,
1873
. application of 27
Administrator
barred as protector 13
Appointment
exercise of power of 1(3)
Assign
barred as protector 13
Assurance
consent given by 26(1)
. deemed a settlement 1 (2)
disposition made by 22(1)
registration of 25
Base fee
defined 1(1)(6)
enlarged into fee simple absolute 5
enlargement of. when united
with remainder reversion 23
Charge
tenant in tail, by 7
Consent
deed, by 26(2)
registration of 26(5)
disposition of base fee, for 19
evidence of, when Supreme
Court protector 29
irrevocable 26(3)
married woman, of 26(4)
mode of giving 26(1)
motion for, where court
protector 28
protector, of, re dispositions .18
ESTATES TAIL—Cow. Sec.
Contracts
. disposition by, invalid 24(2)
. specific performance of excluded 27
Court
. evidence of consent, when
protector 29
. jurisdiction of, excluded,
when 27(1)
. protector, when 17(1)
. . power of, as 28
Curtesy
. estate by 8
Date
. settlement, of, what deemed . . 1 (4)
Deed
appointing protector, registra-
tion of 16(1)
. consent given by 26(1)
• eflfect 26(2)
registration of 26(5)
disposition to be evidenced by 24(1)
Definitions
. actual tenant in tail l(l)(a)
-
base fee 1(0(6)
estate 1(1)(0
. estate tail l(l)(d)
land 1(1)(0
money subject to be invested in
the purchase of land !(!)(/)
. tenant in tail l(l)(iy)
. tenant in tail entitled to a
base fee !(!)(*)
Disposition
. base fee, of, consent for 19
. consent of protector for 18
. defects in 27(1)
. land, of, after creation of
voidable fee 22(1)
. methods of making 24
. voidable estate confirmed
by 22(2,3)
Dower
. woman, re 13
Entail
. deemed a settlement 1(2, 3)
. documents re 1(2)
. expectant interest, of, re 6
Equity
.
rules of excluded, where 21
Estate
. confirmed or restored by
settlement 11
.
created by appointment 1(3)
created by mortgage, extent of . .7
defined HDie)
. voidable, confirmation of 22
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Estate in fee simple absolute
. actual tenant in tail's power re
disposal 3
. . exception 4
. base fee enlarged into S
Estate pur autre vie
. created by tenant in tail 7
Estates tail
. converted to base fee 5
. . consent of protector re
disposal of 19
. defined l(l)(d)
. investment in 30
Executor
. barred as protector 13
Expectant interest
. disposal of, prohibited where
entailed 6
Heir
. barred as protector 13
Infant
. disqualified as protector ..17(l)(f)
Issue
. barring of 4
. expectant interest inheritable ....6
. warranties void against 2
Joint owners
. prior estate, of, protectors 9
Land
. actual tenant in tail's power to
dispose of 3
. . exceptions re 4
. assignment of 30
. defined 1(1) (O
. entailed, protector's consent for
disposal of 18
Lease
f'. created by settlement,
protector where 12
Leasehold
. assignment of 30
Married woman
. barred as protector, when 13
/•. consent of 26(4)
-
. protector, as 10
Married Women's Property Act
. application of 10
Mental incompetent
. disqualified as protector ..17(1) (a)
Merger
. base fee, of, with remainder,
reversion 23
Money subject to be invested in
the purchase of land
'
,
. character of 30
^-. defined 1(1)(/)
ESTATES TAII^Con. Sec.
Mortgage
. extent of estate created by 7
Motion
.
consent, for, where court
protector 28
Order in obedience
. evidence of consent, as 29
Persons
. disqualified as protectors ....17(1)
Persons in esse
. appointed as protectors 15
Power of appointment
. exercise of 1 (3)
. settlement, in 1(3)
Prior estate
. joint ownership of, protector
in the case of 9
Protector
appointed by settlor IS
consent of, re confirming
voidable estate 22
consent of, to dispose of land ..18
. estate tail converted to base
fee 19
. mode of giving 26
deed appointing, registration
of 16(1)
disability of 17(1)
failure to appoint, where ....17(2)
joint ownership, where 9
lease created by settlement,
where 12
married woman as 10
office of, relinquished 16(1)
person deemed to be 8
persons eligible as 16(2)
persons not entitled to be 13
powers of 20
rules of equity inapplicable to
transactions by 21
. special cases, in 14
Purchaser
. voidable estate, of 22
Registration
. assignment, of 30
. assurance, of 25
. deed appointing protector, of 16(1)
Remainder
. united with base fee, effect 23
Reversion
. united with base fee, eflfect 23
Rules of equity
. excluded, when 21
Settled Estates Act
. application of 25
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Settlement
. assurance deemed to be 1(2)
. date of, deemed 1 (4)
. estates restored by 11
. joint ownership under, protec-
tor where 9
. more than one prior estate
under, protector where 14
. power of appointment contained
in 1(3)
. protector—see Protector
Settlor
. protector appointed by 15
Specific performance
. excluded 27(1)
Tenant in tail
—
See also Actual
tenant in tail
. charge by 7
. defined I(l)(y)
. methods of making dispositions
by 24
. rules of equity inapplicable to
transactions by 21
. voidable estate confirmed by . . . .22
. warranty by, void 2
Tenant in tail entitled to a base
fee
. defined 1(1)(A)
Transactions
. rules of equity inapplicable to . . .21
Trustee
. barred as protector 13
Voidable estate
. confirmation of 22
Warranty
. tenant in tail, by, void 2
Will
. settlement made by, date
where 1(4)
ESTREATS
Estreats Act, Vol. 1, p. 1291.
See also Assignments and Pre-
ferences Act; Coroners Act;
Jurors Act; Summary Convic-
tions Act
Adjournment
. writ of execution before 3(1)
Affidavits
certification by clerk, of 1(2)
Amerciaments
. mode of proceeding to levy 4
Appeals
. application of Act to bonds,
etc., on .16(1)
-
-
rules for ....16(2)
Sec.
Appearance
. estreat of recognizance for . . . .5(1)
Application of Act
. bonds, etc., for appearance and
appeals 16(1)
. estreats at sessions, for 5(3)
Bail—See Recog^nizance
Capias
—
See Writ of execution
and capias
Certificate
. clerk, of 3(2)
Clerk—See also Clerk of the peace
. certificate of Z(2)
. entry of fines, etc., by 1(1)
. . certification of 1 (2)
. request for writ of execution
from 3(1)
. . notification on roll of 3(2)
Clerk of the peace—See also Clerk
. entry of fines, etc., by 1(1)
. . certification of 1(2)
. record of estreat of
recognizance by 5(2)
County judges* criminal court
. estreat of recognizances, when
no session of 5(4)
. procedure re forfeited
recogniizances in 5(1)
Court—See also Judge
. discharge of forfeited
recognizance by 11
. estreat when no session of ...5(4)
. forbearance of estreat by 8
Court of general sessions
. estreat of recognizances at . . .5(2)
Crown attorney
. request for writ of execution
by 3(1)
Custody
. discharge from 10
Discharge
. custody, from 10
.
forfeited recog^nizance, of,
on payment 11
Execution
—
See Writ of execution
and capias
Fines
. entered in roll 1(1)
. .
certified by clerk 1(2)
. entry of, before adjournment 3(1)
. forbearance of levying 8(2)
. mode of proceeding to levy 4
Forms
. affidavit of certification by
clerk, of 1 (2)
.
writ of execution, of .Form A
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General sessions
. copy of rolls to Clerk in 2(1)
Imprisonment
.
default of goods or lands, on ... .4
Inspector of Legal Offices
.
copies of roll and return to ...13
Issues
. mode of levying 4
Jail
.
default of satisfaction of fines,
etc., for 4
Judge
—
See also Court
. estreat when court not in
session by 5(4)
.
forbearance of estreat by 8
. order for estreat by 7
Justice of the peace
.
procedure re forfeited
recognizance by 5(1)
Lands
.
procedure on seizure of 9
Levjring
. forbearance from 8
. goods and chattels 4
Lieutenant-Governor in Council
. approval of rules by Rules
Committee by 15
Magistrate
.
procedure re forfeited
recognizance by 5(1)
Non-appearance
. estreat for 5(1)
. report of, by court officer 6
Officers of court
. list laid before judge by 7
. report of default of appearance . .6
Order
. estreat, for, by judge 7
Recognizance
. alias writ of 2(4)
.
discharge on payment of 11
. entry and record of estreat of 1(1)
. entry of forfeited 3(1)
. estreat on non-appearance .5(1)
. estreat, when court not in
session 5(4)
. forbearance from estreating 8(1)
. forfeiture at court of general
sessions 5(2)
. . application of Act to 5(3)
. forfeiture on non-appearance 5(1)
. order for estreating required . . .7
Record
. recognizance, of, on
non-appearance 5(1)
ESTREATS—Con. Sec.
Registrar
. entry of fines, etc., by 1(1)
. . certification of 1(2)
. request for writ of execution
from 3(1)
. . notification on roll 3(2)
Regulations
. Rules Committee to make 15
Report
. non-appearance, of, by officer .6
Returns
. copy to Inspector of Legal
Offices 13
. mode of, by sheriff 12
RoUs
. copy to Inspector of Legal
Offices 13
.
entry of fines, etc., in 1(1)
. . affidavit of certification by
clerk in I (2)
. minutes by judge on 8(2)
. request by Crown attorney ...3(1)
. . annotation on 3(2)
. sheriff to make statement on ... 12
.
transmission of 2(1)
Rules Committee
. rules for practice and
procedure by 15
Security
. discharge of party giving 10
Seiziire
. procedure re 9
Sheriff
. discharge from custody of 10
. duties re seizure of lands 9
. mode of proceeding to levy
fines, etc., by 4
. mode of return by 12
. moneys paid to treasurer of
Ontario by 14
Supreme Court
. copy of rolls to registrar of . 2(1)
Sureties
. writ of execution and capias
against 10
Time
. estreat for non-appearance, for 5(1)
. writ of execution, of 2(3)
Treasurer of Ontario
. payments by sheriff to 14
Writ of execution and capias
. alias, re unsatisfied
recognizance 2(4)
. duration of 2(3)
. form of Form A
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Writ of execution and capias
—Con.
. request by Crown attorney for 3(1)
. . annotation on roll 3(2)
. sureties, against 10
. transmission to sherifiF 2(1,2)
EVICTION
See Bailiff's Act
EVIDENCE
Evidence Act, Vol. 1, p. 1297.
See also Arbitration Act; Ar-
chives Act; Commissioners for
taking Affidavits Act; Cor-
oners Act; Division Courts
Act; Fines and Forfeitures
Act; Interpretation Act; Judi-
cature Act; Property and
Civil Rights Act; Public In-
quiries Act; Public Lands Act;
Registry Act; Vital Statistics
Act; Wills Act
Accounts
. copy as proof of 52(1)
. inspection of 52(2)
. order for inspection at bank 30(5)
Actions
. breach of promise of
marriage, for 11
. defined 1(a)
. heirs, by or against 12
. personal representatives, by or
against 12
. persons under disability, by or
against 13
. witnesses, against, for non-
attendance on subpoena 16
Administration
. affirmations, of 15(1)
. oath, of 14
Administrators
. evidence in actions by or against 12
Admissibility
. copies of depositions,
examinations, of 43
.
copies of public books and
documents, of 29(1)
. evidence by witness,
notwithstanding interest or
crime, of 4
. photographic film, of 31(2)
. . courts may refuse 31(3)
.
. . exception 31(4)
. . proof of compliance with ..31(5)
Adultery
. evidence re 8
EVIDENCE—Cow. Sec.
Adverse
. witness declared 20
Advertisements
. gazettes, in 25
Affidavits
. application of Act to 2
. bank officers, of 30(3)
. defects not to vitiate 42
. departmental officials, of, re
true copies 28
. proof of compliance re
photographic films, of 31(5)
. taken outside Ontario 40
Affirmations
. application of Act to 2
. certification of written 15(2)
. defects not to vitiate 42
. mode of administering 15(1)
. taken outside Ontario 40
Agreements
. admissibility in evidence re
photographs of 31(2)
. . courts may refuse 31(3)
. . . exception 31(4)
Agrictiltural Development Finance
Act
. banks included under 30(1)
Air service
. proof of death in 47(f)
Answers
. evidence against witness, not to
be used as 7(2)
Application of Act
. modes of evidence, to 2
Applications
. inspection of bank accounts,
for 30(5)
. . costs of 30(6)
Appointments to office
. proof of 22
Arbitrators
. court, as 1(6)
Attestation
. where not required 53
Bank Act (Canada)
. banks defined under 30(1)
Banks
. copy of book entries 30(2)
. . proof of 30(3)
. defined 30(1)
. officers proving copies of
entries 30(3)
. order for inspection of
accounts of 30(5)
. .
enforcement of 30(6)
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Banks
—
Con.
. order for production of
books of 30(4)
Bills of exchange
.
admissibility in evidence re
photographs of 31(2)
. courts may refuse 31(3)
. . . exception 31(4)
. proof of protest of 37
Bills of lading
. copy as proof of 52(1)
. inspection of 52(2)
Board of Railway Commissioners
of Canada
.
judicial notice of signatures
of 32(2)
Books
. admissibility in evidence of
photographic film of 31(2)
. bank, prima facie evidence
of 30(2,3)
. corporations, of, proof of 26
. departments, of, prima facie
evidence of 28
Breach of promise
. corroborating evidence re 11
By-laws
. corporation, of, proof of 26
Canada Gazette
. prima facie evidence, as ..23(rf),25
Certificate
. default of attendance on
subpoena, of 16flF
military records, re 47
previous conviction, of 19(1)
. fee of 19(2)
prima facie evidence of notarial 38
wills filed outside Ontario, re . .45
. eflfect of 46
Certified copies
. probate or letters of
administration outside
Ontario, of 45
. public books and documents,
of 29(2)
. Quebec notarial documents, of . .35
. .
impeachment of 36
Cheques
. admissibility in evidence re
photographs of 31(2)
. .
courts may refuse 31(3)
. . . exception 31(4)
Commission
. administration of oaths under 57(4)
. examination of witnesses
' ') under .;. i 16flF.
EVIDENCED—Con. Sec
Commission
—
Con.
. expenses of witnesses under 57(2)
. foreign courts, from 57(1)
. refusal to answer questions
when examined under 57(3)
Commissioners
. court, as 1 (6)
Commissioners for Taking
Affidavits Act
. persons taking affidavits under . .42
Commimications
. during marriage, partners
not compellable 9
Comparisons
. writing, of, by witnesses 54
Competency
. witnesses, of 3
Contradictory statements
. oral 18
. written 17
Convictions
. certificate as proof of previous 19(1)
Copies
. bank book entries and records,
of 30(2)
. depositions, of, admissible 43
. official documents, of 23(/)
. . filing of 51(1)
.
public books, of, admissible 29(1)
. public documents, of 22
. record, of 26
. registered instruments, of 49
. . exception by adverse party to 50
Corporations
. proof of by-laws, etc., of 26
Corroboration
. evidence, of. re breach of promise 11
. evidence of, where persons
under disability 13
.
personal representatives,
against 12
Costs
.
application for inspection of
bank accounts, of 30(6)
. attendance of witnesses, of ..16flf.
. producing original instruments,
of 52(2)
Courts
—
See also Judges
. defined 1(b)
. discretion re costs 30(6)
. foreign—see Foreign courts
. impounding of instruments by ..55
. issuance of subpoenas by 16
. order for production of bank
books by 30(4)
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Crime
. evidence of witnesses not
excluded because of previous . .3
Criminating questions
. effect of 7(1)
Cross-examinations
.
proof of contradictory oral
statements by 18
. proof of contradictory written
statements on 17
Damages
. disobeying subpoenas, from .... 16
Death
. military services, in, proof of . .47
Deceased persons
. corroboration of evidence re . .12
Declarations
.
application of Act to 2
. defects not to vitiate 42
. taken outside Ontario 40
Defects
. formal, not to vitiate
affidavit, etc 42
Definitions
. action 1 (a)
. bank 30(1)
. court 1 (6)
. instrimients 48
. person 31(1) (a)
. photographic film 31(1)(6)
Delivery orders
. copy as proof of 52(1)
. inspection of 52(2)
Depositions
. admissibility of copies of 43
. certification of written 15(2)
Disability of persons
. corroboration re 13
Division courts
. executions of, proof of title
under 39
Documents
. admissibility in evidence re
photographs of 31(2)
. court may refuse 31(3)
. . exception 31(4)
official, privileged 27
proof of Quebec notarial 35
. impeachment of 36
proof of public 23, 29(1)
Enforcement
. orders for inspection of bank
accounts, of 30(6)
EVIDENCE—Con. Sec.
Entries
. admissibility in evidence of
photographs of 31(2)
. bank books, in, proof of ...30(3)
. departmental books, in, proof of 28
Examinations
.
admissibility of copies of 43
. witnesses, of, by commission 16flF.
. witnesses, of, for foreign
courts 57(1)
. witnesses' previous written
statements, of 17
Executive council
. documents privileged 27
Executors
evidence, in actions by or
against 12
Exemplification
.
proof of foreign judgments by 34
.
proof of letters patent by 21
Expenses
. witnesses, of, on commission 57(2)
Expert witnesses
.
limit of number of 10
Fees
. certificate of conviction of ..19(2)
.
certified copy of public books,
etc., for 29(2)
. certifying copies of official
documents, for 51(1)
Foreign courts
. commissions from 57(1)
Foreign judgments
. proof of 34
Gazettes
.
pritna facie evidence, as 23(d)
. proof of 22
Handwriting
. proof of, when not required ... 33
Heirs
. evidence in actions by or against 12
Husband
. communications during
marriage by 9
. competent and compellable
witness 5
.
evidence of marital relations by 6
. evidence re adultery by 8
Impeachment
. Quebec notarial documents, of . 36
Impounding
. instruments, of 55
Inspection
. bank accounts, of, order for 30(5)
. instruments, of 52(2)
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Instruments
. admissibility in evidence re
photographs of 31(2)
. . court may refuse 31(3)
. . . exception 31(4)
. attestation of, not required 53
. comparison of, disputed 54
. copies as prima facie evidence
of registered 49
. . exception 50
. costs of producing original 52(2)
. defined 48
.
impounding of 55
.
inspection of 52(2)
Journals
,
proof of 22
Judges
—
See also Courts
court, as 1(&)
.
impounding of instruments by .55
judicial notice of signatures of 32(1)
leave by, for more than three
expert witnesses 10
leave of, to discredit witness 20
.
order for production of bank
books, by 30(4)
Judgments
.
proof of foreign 34
Judicial notice
judges signatures, of . 32(1)
Justice of the peace
.
court, as 1 (b)
King's Printer
.
proof of documents from ..23(e)
Letters
copy as proof of 52(1)
. inspection of 52(2)
Letters of administration
. evidence, as 44
. . outside Ontario 45
Letters patent
. exempIiHcation as proof of 21
Magistrates
court, as 1(6)
Marriage
. communications during 9
. corroborated evidence in breach
of promise of 11
Mental incompetent
. corroboration in action for
or against 13
Military service
proof of death in 47
Mining court
. judicial notice of signatures of
judges of 32(2)
EVIDENCE—Con. Sec
Municipal Drainage Act
. judicial notice of signatures of
referees under 32(2)
Naval services
. proof of death in 47
Next of kin
. evidence in actions by or against 12
Notarial
. certificates, pritna facie evidence
of 39
. copy of affidavit of compliance
re films 31(5)
. documents, in Quebec, proof of 35
. . impeachment of 36
Notice
. disputing copy of instrument,
of 52(2)
. gazettes, in 25
. inspection of bank accounts,
of 30(5)
. intention to produce copies
of instruments, of 52(1)
. judicial, of judges signatures 32(1)
Oaths
. administering, before commis-
sions for foreign courts ...57(4)
. affirmations in lieu of 15(1)
. departmental official, of, re
true copies 28
. mode of administering 14
. taken outside Ontario 40
Official docimients
.
filing of copies of 51(1)
. gazettes, in 25
. order retaining originals of 51(2)
. privilege re 27
Ontario Gazette
. prima facie evidence, as . . .2Z(d),2S
Ontario Municipal Board
.
judicial notice of signatures of Z2(2)
Orders
. inspection of bank accounts,
for 30(6)
.
production of bank books and
records, for 30(4)
. proof of 22
. retaining originals of official
documents, for 51(2)
. signed by Provincial Secretary 24
. signed by Secretary of State
for Canada 24
Ordinances
.
proof of 22
Penalties
.
default of attendance on
subpoena, for 16
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Person
. defined 1 (o)
Personal representatives
. corroborated evidence by or
against 12
Photographic films
. admissible in evidence 31(2)
. . courts may refuse 31(3)
. . . exception 31(4)
. defined 31(1) (6)
Plans
admissibility of evidence re
photographs of 31 (2)
Prima facie evidence
.
agreements re evidence between
vendors and purchasers as ...56
. appointments to office of . .23(a-c)
. certificates of death in military
service, of 47
.
certificates re wills filed
outside Ontario, of 46
. copies of registered
instruments, of 49
. . exception 50
entries from departmental
books, of 28
. entries in bank books or
records, of 30(2)
. gazettes, of 25
. letters of administration, of ... .44
. notarial certificates, of 38
. orders, of 2Z(a^c), 24
. probate, of 44
. proclamations, of 23(a)
- protest of bill of exchange or
promissory note, of 37
. regulations, of 23(a-c)
. wills, of 44
Privilege
. official documents, re 27
Probate
evidence, as 44
. . outside Ontario 45
Proclamations
. gazettes, in 25
. proof of 22
Production
. bank books and records, of 30(4)
. documents on commission, of 57(1)
. original instruments, of 52(2)
Promissory notes
. admissibility, in evidence re
photographs of 31(2)
. .
courts may refuse 31(3)
. . exception 31(4)
proof of protest of 37
EVIDENCE—Co«. Sec
Proof
. death, of, in military records . .47
. documents of corporations, of . .26
. handwriting, of, not required . .33
. letters patent, of 21
. oaths taken outside Ontario, of 40
.
official documents, of 22
. previous convictions, of 19(1)
. seals, of, dispensed with 41
. service of subpoenas of 16flF.
. signatures, of, dispensed with , .41
. title, of, under division court
execution 39
. wills filed in Ontario, of 44
. wills filed outside Ontario, of .45
Protest
. promissory notes and bills of
exchange, of, prima facie
evidence re 37
Public books and documents
. admissibility of copies 29(1)
. proof of 22
Public Lands Act
.
documents in Department of
Lands and Forests, under . .31ff.
Questioning
. witnesses on commission 57(3)
Receipts
. admissibility of evidence re
photographs of 31(2)
. .
courts may refuse 31(3)
. . . exception 31 (4)
. copy as proof of 52(1)
. inspection of 52(2)
Records
. admissibility in evidence of
photographs of 31 (2)
. copy as prima facie evidence of 26
Referee imder Municipal Drainage
Act
. judicial notice of sigrnatures of 32(2)
Registry Act
. instruments as under 48
Regulations
. proof of 22
Seals
proof, of, dispensed with 41
.
proof not required of 34
Service
.
notice of inspection of bank
accounts, of 30(5)
. subpoenas of, proof of I6flF.
. subpoenas throughout
Canada, of 16ff.
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Sheriff
.
proof of title under division
court, execution by 39
Shipping bills
. copy as proof of 52(1)
. inspection of 52(2)
Signatures
. judges, of, judicial notice of 32(1)
. proof of, dispensed with 41
. proof of, not required 33
Statutes
. proof of 22
Subpoenas
. disobedience to 16fT.
. issuance throughout Canada ..16ff.
. penalty for default of attendance
on 16
.
pending action on same cause,
not allowed 16flF.
.
proof of service of 16flF.
. specially noted, to be 16flf.
. valid service throughout
Canada 16flF.
Telegrams
. copy as proof of 52(1)
. inspection of 52(2)
Time
. disputing registered
instruments, for 50
. disputing validity of copy of
instrument, for 52(2)
.
establishment of dispositions re
wills outside Ontario, for . . . .45
. notice for inspection of
instruments, for 52(1)
. service of notice of inspection
of bank accounts, for 30(5)
Title
.
proof of, under division court
execution 39
Vendors and Purchasers Act
. evidence dispensed with under 56
Wife
. communications during
marriage by 9
. competent and compellable
witness 5
. evidence of marital relations by 6
. evidence re adultery by 8
Wills
. proof of 44
. . outside Ontario 45
Witnesses
.
admissibility of evidence by,
y_ ^ notwithstanding crime or
interest 4
EVIDENCE—Con. Sec.
Witnesses
—
Con.
. answers by, not to be used as
evidence against T^Z)
. comparison of disputed
writing by 54
. competency of 3
. competent and compellable 5
. consequence of disobedience to
subpoena by 16flF.
. contradicting oral statements by 18
. contradicting written
statements by 17
. corroborating evidence of 11, 12, 13
.
cross-examination of 17
. discrediting of own 20
.
evidence tending to criminate,
not excused from 7(1)
, examination by commission 16ff.
. examination of, for foreign
courts 57(1)
. . administering oaths of ... 57(4)
. . expenses of 57(2)
.
. questioning 57(3)
.
evidence re adultery by 8
.
limit of expert 10
. mode of administering
affirmations to 15(1)
. mode of administering oath to 14
. penalty for disobeying
subpoena by 16
. proof of previous conviction
of 19(1)
. subpoena with expenses for ... 16
.
taxation of costs of 16flF.
Writing
. disputed, comparison by
witnesses 54
EXCHEQUER COURT
(CANADA)
See Dominion Courts Act
EXECUTION
Execution Act, Vol. 1, p. 1315.
See also Absconding Debtors
Act; Assessment Act; Assign-
ments and Preferences Act;
Change of Name Act; Con-
veyancing and Law of Prop-
erty Act; Costs of Distress
Act; Creditors' Relief Act; Di-
vision Courts Act; Estreats
Act; Fraudulent Debtors Ar-
rest Act; Gold Clauses Act;
Interpretation Act; Judicature
Act; Land Titles Act; Land-
lord and Tenant Act; Limita-
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tions Act; Liquor Control Act;
Mechanics' Lien Act; Mining
Act; Power Commission Act;
Public Lands Act; Public
Utilities Act: Registry Act;
Sheriflfs Act; Wages Act
Actions
. indemnity of sheriff re costs of 22
. sheriff, by, re book debts . . . 19(2)
. sheriff may enforce mortgage by 26
. sheriff to recover money to
debtor, by 19(1)
Administrators
. enforcement of execution
against 36
Affidavits
. value, of, attached to bond . . .23(3)
Animals
—
See Live stock
Assessment roll
column for executions in 37(1) (rf)
. copy of, to collector ...Z7\\)\c)
.
sheriff to examine 37(1) (6)
Assessors
. status of municipal 37(2)
Attachment
. proceedings for 37(2)
Bank notes
. seizure and sale of 19(1, 3)
Banks
. duty of, after notices of
execution 12(1)
.
mode of seizure on 12(2)
. notice of seizure to where
more than one office 13
. shares in incorporated, liable
to seizure 11
. transmission of notice by 13
Bedding
. exempt from seizure 7
Beds
.
exempt from seizure 7
Bees
. exemptions from proceeds of
sale of 3,4
. exemptions from seizure of . .2{e)
Bills of exchange
. payment to sheriff re, effect of 20
.
seizure and sale of 19(1, 3)
Bills of sale
. execution on 9(1)
Bonds
—
See also Securities
.amount of 22{i)
. assignment of 23(4)
conditions of 23(4)
EXECUTION—Con. Sec.
Bonds
—
Con.
. indemnity of sheriff re costs
of action, for 22
. indemnity to sheriff for 23(1)
. payment to sheriff re, effect of 20
.
seizure and sale of 19(1,3)
. settled by judge 23(5)
Bonuses
. saving re other remedies
against 15(1)
Book debts
. sale of 19(3)
. seizure of 19(2)
Books
. exemptions from proceeds of
sale of 3,4
. exemptions from seizure of ..2(e)
Certificate
. execution creditor, of
verification of 27(3)
. .
fee for registration of 28
. sheriff, of 14
.
sheriff, of, verification not
required on 27(2)
. .
fee for registration of 28
Chattel mortgages
—
See also
Mortgages
. execution on 9(1)
. seizure of 29
Chattels
. disposition of exempt, on death . .5
. exempt from seizure 2
. . disposal after death of
debtor of 5
. . right of selection of 6
. seizure and sale of equitable
interest in 16
.
seizure and sale of rights in ... 18
. seizure of, in hands of
third person 23(1)
. selection of exempt 6
Cheques
.
payment to sheriff re, effect of 20
.
seizure and sale of 19(1,3)
Choses in action
. sale of 19(3)
. seizure of 19(2)
Chiurch pews
—
See Pews
Church Temporalities Act
.
rent of pews increased under 35(3)
Clerks
. notice of seizure of chattel
mortgage to 29
. status of municipal 37(2)
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EXECUTION—Con. Sec.
Clothing
.
exempt from seizure 2{b),7
Collectors
. entry in general rate roll
by 37(l)(rf)
. levy rate against
municipality, to 37(1) (c)
. status of municipal 37(2)
Companies
. duty of, after notice of
execution 12(1)
. mode of seizure 12(2)
. notice of seizure to, where
more than one office 13
.
private—see Private companies
. shares in incorporated, liable
to seizure 11
.
transmission of notice by 13
Contingent interests
.
seizure and sale of 34(1)
.
.
dower rights excepted from 34(2)
Conveyancing and Law of
Property Act
. interests in land under 34(1)
Creditors
.
affidavits of value by 23(3)
Creditors' Relief Act
.
payment of proceeds by
sheriff subject to 21
.
seizure of moneys paid under 19(1)
Debtors
. disposal of exempt goods
after death of 5
.
exemptions from seizure of 2
.
right of selection by 6
Definitions
. execution 1 (o)
. mortgagor 30
. sheriff 1(6)
Dividends
. saving re other remedies
against 15(1)
. seizure of, under execution 11
Division courts
. executions issued out of ....9(3)
Division Courts Act
. executions under Note to sec. 19
Dower
. exemption of inchoate right . .34(2)
Endorsement
. writ of execution, on 9(2)
Equipment
.
exemption from seizure of . .2(a)
EXECUTION—Con. Sec.
Equity of redemption
. sale of 31(2)
. shares or dividends, in, liability
for seizure 11
Executions
. binding on lands 9(1)
. defined 1(a)
. endorsement by sheriff on
writ of 9(2)
.
executors, against 36
.
issued out of division court . . .9(3)
. lands bound by 10
.
municipalities against 37(1)
. . entry on rate roll, of ..37(l)(d)
. payment of surplus to
municipalities after . . . .37(\)(e)
Executors
. enforcement of execution against 36
Exemptions
. seizure, from 2
Family
. right of selection by 6
Farmers
. exemptions of food, of,
from seizure 2(c)
. exemptions of seed of,
from seizure 2(f)
Fees
. registration of certificates re
vacation, for 28
.
registration of notice of
seizure of mortgage for 28
. sheriff, of, against
municipalities 37(1) (fc)
Food
. exemptions from seizure of . . .2(c)
Forms
. notice of seizure of money
secured by mortgage 24(1)
Fowl
. exemptions from proceeds of
sale of 3,4
. exemptions from seizure of . . 2(e)
Fuel
. exemptions from seizure of 2(d)
Furniture
.
exemptions from seizure ..2(a)
Goods
. acquired in good faith
without notice 9(1)
Guardians
. right of election, by 6
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Implements
. exemptions from proceeds of
sale of 3,
4
. exemptions from seizure of . .2(e)
Interpleader
. right of sheriflF to apply for . 23(6)
Inventions
. seizure of rights under
patents of 17(1)
. . mode of 17(2)
. . notice of 17(3)
Judge
. bond settled by 23(5)
Judicature Act
. liability of lands to execution
subject to 10
Land Titles Act
. execution to bind lands
under provisions of 9(1)
Lands
.
charged with all just debts 10
. rights of purchaser upon sale
of mortgraged 32
. sale by sheriff of interest in 8
. sale of trust in 8
. seizure and sale of contingent
interests in 34(1)
. . dower rights excepted 34(2)
. seizure and sale of leasehold
interests in 18
. seizure of interest in . : 31(1)
. . more than one mortgage . . -31(3)
. writ of execution binding 9(1)
Live stock
. exemptions from proceeds of
sale of 3,
4
. exemptions from seizure of . .2(e)
Mandamus
. proceedings for 37(2)
Moneys
. notice of seizure of, secured
by mortgage 24(1)
. seizure and sale of 19(1, 3)
Mortgagee
. rights of, as purchaser 33
Mortgages
—
See also Chattel
mortgages
. action by sheriff re
enforcement of 26
enforcement of, by sheriff 26
form of notice of seizure . . . .24(1)
payment to sheriff re, effect of 20
seizure and sale of 19(1, 3)
seizure of moneys secured by 24(1)
. notice of 24(1)
EXECUTION—Con. Sic
Mortgages
—
Con.
. seizure of, notice to
mortgagor 25(1)
Mortgagor
. defined 30
. sale of interest in land of ..31(2)
. . more than one mortgage 31(3)
. seizure of interest in lands of 31(1)
Municipal corporations
. executions against 37(1)
Notice
. seizure of chattel mortgage, of 29
. seizure of moneys re mortgage,
of 24(1)
. . form of 24(1)
. . registration of 24(2)
. . . fees for 28
. seizure of mortgage, of,
to mortgagor 25(1)
. . payments after 25(3)
. . service of 25(2)
seizure of rights under patents
of inventions, of 17(3)
. seizure of shares, of 12(1)
. transmission of 13
Order
. vacating seizure of mortgage 27(1)
. .
verification not required ...27(2)
Patent office
. notice of seizure of rights under
patents of inventions to ...17(3)
Payments
. cheques, bills of exchange, of,
to sheriff 20
- made after notice of seizure of
mortgage, effect of 25(3)
. proceeds, of, by sheriff 21
Pews
. sale of interest in 35(1)
. . saving 35(3)
Potatoes
exemptions from sdzore of . 2(f)
Power of appointment
. seizure and sale of property
subject to 34(3)
Precept
. sheriff, of, to municipal
collector 37(1)(0
Premiimis
.
saving re other remedies
against 15(1)
Private companies
. seizure and sale of
shares in 15(2)
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Promissory notes
.
payment to sheriff re, effect of 20
.
seizure and sale of 19(1,3)
Property—See Chattels; Lands
Purchaser
. rights of 32
. . mortgagee as 33
. rights of, acting in good faith 9(1)
Rate
.
execution against municipality
with direction to levy . . . .37(1)
Real estate
—
See Lands
Registrar
. notice of seizure re
mortgage to 24(2)
. .
fees to 28
Registration
. notice of seizure of mortgage,
of 24(2)
Registry Act
. fees for registration under 28
Sale
. contingent interests in land,
of 34(1)
. . dower rights excepted 34(2)
. equitable interest in shares, of . . 16
. equity of redemption, of ...31(2)
. interest in pew or sitting, of 35(1)
. . deed of ...35(2)
. .
saving of 35(3)
. moneys, bank notes, etc., of 19(3)
.
property subject to general
power of appointment, of 34(3)
. rights in chattels, of 18
. rights of mortgagee as
purchaser on 33
. rights of purchaser on 32
. rights to money from,
exempted goods 4
. rights under patent of
invention, of 17(1)
. shares in private companies,
of 15(2)
Securities
—
See also Bonds
. money, for, seizure of 19(1)
. payment to sheriff re, effect of . .20
Seed
. exemptions from seizure of . .
.2(/)
Seizure
. book debts and other choses in
action, of 19(2)
. chattel mortgage, of 29
. contingent interests in land,
of 34(1)
. . dower rights excepted 34(2)
. equitable interest in shares, of 16
EXECUTION—Con. Sec.
Seizure
—
Con.
. liability of shares and
dividends to 11
moneys, bank notes, etc., of 19(1)
moneys secured by mortgage,
of 24(1)
mortgagor's interest in land 31(1)
order vacating 27(1)
private companies, in 15(2)
property in hands of third
persons 23(1)
property subject to general
power of appointment of ..34(3)
rights in chattels, of 18
rights under patent of
invention, of 17(1)
. mode of 17(2)
. notice of 17(3)
shares, of
. mode of 12(2)
. notice of 12(1)
Selection
. debtor's right of 6
Service
.
notice of seizure of mortgage,
of 25(2)
. notice of seizure of shares,
of 12(1)
Shares
.
equitable interest in, deemed
personal 11
. private companies, in, seizure
and sale of 15(2)
. rights of purchaser of 14
. saving re other remedies
against 15(1)
. seizure and sale of equitable
interest in 16
Sheriff
. certificate by, re sale of shares 14
. defined 1(6)
. endorsement on writ of
execution by 9{,2)
. enforcement of mortgage by . . .26
. execution against municipalities
by 37(1)
. indemnity of, re costs of action.. 22
. interpleader applied for by . .23(6)
. liability of sureties re action
by 23(4)
. payment of proceeds of action by 21
. payments re cheques, etc., to
effect of 20
. precept of, to municipal
collector, by 37(1) (c)
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Sheriff
—
Con.
. sale of interest in pews or
sittings, by 35(1)
. deed of 35(2)
. saving 35(3)
sale of land by 8
seizure and sale of contingent
interest in land by 34(1)
seizure and sale of money,
bank notes, etc., by 19(1)
seizure and sale of rights in
chattels by 18
seizure and sale of rights under
patents of inventions by ..17(1)
seizure and sale of shares in
private company by 15(2)
seizure of chattel mortgage by 29
seizure of goods in hands of
third person by 23(1)
. instructions to 23(2)
seizure of interest of
mortgagor by 31(1)
seizure of money secured by
mortgage by 24(1)
seizure of shares by 12(1)
. mode of 12(2)
surplus after executions to
municipality, by 37(1)(^)
vacation of seizure by 27(1)
Sittings
. churchwardens may be
purchasers of 35(1)
Specialties
. payment to sheriff re, effect of 20
.
seizure and sale of 19(1,3)
Statement
. sheriff, of, re execution
against municipalities . .37(1) (a)
Sureties
. bond re indemnity to
sheriff, on 23(3)
.
liability on bond by 23(4)
Testator
. seizure of land of 36
Time
. proceedings after sale of
shares, for 14
Tools
. exemptions from proceeds of
sale of 3,4
. exemptions from seizure of . .2{e)
Utensils
. exemptions from seizure of . .2{d)
Wearing apparel
—
See Clothing
Widow
. right of selection by 6
EXECUTION—Con. Sec
Witness
. certificate of execution
creditor, for 27(3)
Writ of execution
—
See Executions
EXECUTIVE COUNCIL
Executive Council Act,
Vol. 1, p. 1329.
See also Consolidated Revenue
Fund Act; Jurors Act; Legis-
lative Assembly Act; Lieuten-
ant-Governor Act; Power
'Commission Act
Attorney-General
. appointment of 2
Consolidated Revenue Fund
. salaries payable out of 3(3)
Contracts
. Crown, with 5
Crown
. contracts with 5
Duties
. transfer of 4(1)
. . minister without portfolio . .4(3)
. . request, on 4(2)
Executive council
. how composed 1
Executive coimcillors
—
See also
Ministers
. appointment of 1,
2
Legislatxure Assembly Act
. transfer of duties, effect on . .4(1)
Lieutenant-Governor in Coimcil
. contracts with Crown approved
by 5
. minister appointed by 1
Minister of Agriculture
. appointment of 2
Minister of Education
. appointment of 2
Minister of Health
.
appointment of 2
Minister of Highways
. appointment of 2
Minister of Labour
. appointment of 2
Minister of Lands and Forests
. appointment of 2
Minister of Mines
. appointment of 2
Minister of Municipal Affairs
. appointment of 2
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COUNCIL—Con.
Minister of Planning and
Development
.
appKjintment of 2
Minister of Public Welfare
.
appointment of 2
Minister of Public Works
. appointment of 2
Minister of Reform Institutions
. appointment of 2
Minister of Travel and Publicity
. appointment of 2
Ministers—See also Executive
coimcillors
.
appointment of 1
. execution of contracts with
Crown by S
. executive councillors as 1
. salaries of 3
. transfer of duties 4(1)
. .
minister without portfolio . .4(3)
. . request, on 4(2)
Order-in-council
.
transfer of duties by 4(1)
Powers
.
transfer of 4(1)
. . minister without portfolio . .4(3)
. . request on 4(2)
President of the Council
. appointment of 2
Salaries
. ministers, of 3(1)
. . chargeable and payable . . . .Z{Z)
. . first to receive additional . .Z{.2)
Secretary and Registrar
. appointment of 2
Treasurer
. appointment of 2
EXECUTOR
See Assessment Act; Chanties
Accounting Act; Conveyancing
and Law of Property Act;
Dependants' Relief Act; De-
volution of Estates Act; Ex-
ecution Act; Fatal Accidents
Act; Land Titles Act; Limita-
tions Act; Public Works Act;
Registry Act; Statute of
Frauds; Succession Duty Act;
Surrogate Courts Act; Trustee
Act; Wages Act; Wills Act
EXHIBITIONS
See Agricultural Associations
Act; Agricultural Societies
EXHIBITIONS—Con. Sec.
Act; Athletics Control Act;
'Entry of Horses at Exhibi-
itions Act; Horticultural So-
cieties Act; Municipal Act;
'Ticket Speculation Act; Tra-
velling Shows Act
EXITS
See Egress from Public Build-
ings Act; Factory, Shop and
Office Building Act; Fire Ac-
cidents Act
EXPENSES OF ADMINI-
STRATION OF
JUSTICE
See Administration of Justice
Expenses Act
EXPLOSIVES
See Factory, Shop and Office
Building Act; Fire Marshals
Act; Insurance Act; Mining
Act; Municipal Act; Railways
Act
EXPORTATION
See Spruce Pulpwood Exporta-
tion Act
EXPORTERS
See Factors Act
EXPRESSION
See Interpretation Act
EXPROPRIATION
See Highway Improvement Act;
Liquor Control Act; Municipal
Act; Niagara Parks Act;
Power Commission Act; Pub-
lic Libraries Act; Public Parks
Act; Public Utilities Act; Rail-
ways Act; Sanatoria for Con-
sumptives Act; School Sites
Act
EXTRA-JUDICIAL
SERVICES
Extra-judicial Services Act,
VoL 1, p. 1331.
See also County Judges Act
Annual compensation
.
extra duties of judges, for I
Consolidated Revenue Fund
. compensation of judges from .1
Judges of Supreme Court
. compensation for extra duties of 1
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Extramural Employment of
Persons Under Sentence
Act, Vol. 1, p. 1333.
See also Department of Reform
Institutions Act; Jails Act;
Parole Act; Reformatories Act
Assistant parole ofiBcers
. powers re prisoners 3
Board of parole
. chief parole officer and
assistants under direction of . .3
. recommendation for extramural
employment by 1
Chief parole officer
. powers re prisoners 3
Discipline
. approval by Lieutenant-
Governor in council of 2
Employment
. prisoners, of 1
. . rules and regfulations re 2
Industrial farms
. extramural employment
beyond limits of 1
Lieutenant-Governor in Council
. approval of rules, regulations
and discipline by 2
. authorization for extramural
employment, by 1
Prisoners
extramural employment of 1
.
powers of chief parole officer over 3
subject to rules and regulations 2
Reformatory
.
extramural employment beyond
limits of 1
Rules and regulations
. extramural employment of
prisoners under 2
EXTRA-PROVINCIAL
CORPORATIONS
Extra-provincial Corporations
Act, Vol. 1, p. 1335.
See also Companies Act; Cor-
porations Tax Act; Insurance
Act; Liquor Control Act;
Loan and Trust Corporations
Act
Accused
. onus of proof of non-residence
on 7
Actions
. recovery of penalties, for 16
EXTRA-PROVINCIAL Sec.
CORPORATIONS—Con.
Actions
—
Con.
. unlicensed corporation by ...14(1)
. . eflFect of grant of licence ..14(2)
Annual report
. Assembly, to 19
Applicants
. proof of compliance with Act by 10
Applications
. licences, for 8(1)
. proof of compliance with
Act on 10
. regulations re evidence for 9(1) (o)
. regulations re forms of ...9(l)(c)
Assembly
. annual report to 19
Attorney-General
. action for recovery of
penalties by 16
Business
.
carrying on without licence,
penalty for 14(1)
. .
saving clause 14(2)
.
carrying on without licence
prohibited 6(1)
. .
exceptions 6(2)
Charter of Province of Canada
. licence not required by
corporation created by 2(1)
Charter of Upper Canada
. licence not required by
corporation created by 2(1)
Companies Act
. powers of corporations re
real estate 11, 18
Correspondence
.
orders by, exempted from
licence 6(2)
Costs
. power of Lieutenant-Governor
to remit 15
Courts
. copy of licence as evidence in .12
Definitions
.
extra-provincial corporation ..l(o)
. Minister 1(&)
. regulations 1 (f
)
Documents
. regulations re forms of ...9(l)(c)
Dominion companies
. exempt under Act 2(1)
Evidence
—
See also Proof
. application, on, regulations
re .....9(l)(o)
. notice of granting of licence as 12
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CORPORATIONS—Con.
Exemptions from licences
. allowed 2(1)
.
reciprocal arrangements re . . .3(2)
. regulations for 2{2)
Extra-provincial corporations
. defined 1(a)
Fees
.
annual report of 19
. licences, for 17
Forms
.
regulations re 9(l)(c)
Insurance Act
. licence not required by
corporation under 2(1)
Investment Contracts Act
. licence not required by
corporation under 2(1)
Legislature of Province of Canada
. corporation created by Act
of, exempt 2(1)
Legislature of Upper Canada
. corporation created by Act
of, exempt 2(1)
Licences
.
application for 8(1)
.
Assembly to have annual
reports of 19
.
conditions re 8(2)
. .
real estate 11
.
exemptions from—see
Exemptions from licences
. fees for 17
.
granting of 4
. .
notice of 12
. .
real estate 18
.
penalty for business without . .14(1)
.
prohibition re carrying on
business without 6(1)
. .
exceptions 6(2)
.
regulations re forms of ...9(l)(c)
.
suspension of 13(1)
. . notice of 13(2)
Lieutenant-Governor in CotincO
. annual report to 19
. application for licence to 8(1)
. corporations exempt from
licence by 2
.
licence fees prescribed by 17
.
power to remit penalties, costs IS
. regulations by 9(1)
, . exemptions, re 3(2)
.
special orders-in-council by . .
.9(2)
-
suspension and restoration of
licences by 13(1)
EXTRA-PROVINCIAL Sec.
CORPORATIONS—Con.
Loan and Trust Corporations Act
. licence not required by
corporation under 2(1)
Minister
. annual report by 19
. certification of copy of
licence by 12
. defined 1(6)
. proof of compliance with
Act to 10
Notice
. granting of licence, of 12
. regulations re forms of ..9(l)(c)
. suspension, etc., of licence ..13(2)
Ontario Gazette
. notice of granting of licence in 12
.
notice of restorations, etc., of
licence in 13(2)
Orders in Coimcil
. special 9(2)
Parliament of Canada
. corporations created under,
exempt 2(1)
Penalties
. action for recovery of 16
.
carrying on business without
licence, for 14(1)
. . saving clause 14(2)
.
power of Lieutenant-Governor
to remit IS
Powers
. corporation, of, re real estate 11,18
Powers of attorney
. regulations re forms of ..9(l)(c)
Prohibition
.
carrying on business without
licence, re 6(1)
. . exceptions 6(2)
Proof—See also Evidence
. compliance with Act, of,
on application 10
.
onus, re non-residence 7
Real estate
.
powers of corporation re ...11,18
Regulations
. defined 1(c)
. Lieutenant-Governor in
Council, by 9(1)
. suspension of licence in
default of 13(1)
Report
.
Assembly to have annual 19
Representatives
. regulations re 9(1)(6)
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CORPORATIONS—Cow.
Residence
. onus of proof re 7
Returns—See also Annual report
. regulations re forms of ..9(l)(c)
Statements
.
regulations re forms of ..9(l)(c)
Time
. recovery of penalty, for 16
Travellers
. orders from, exempted from
licence 6(2)
EYES
See Optometry Act; Railways
Act
FACTORIES
See Department of Labour Act;
Factory, Shop and Office
'Building Act; Industrial Stan-
dards Act; Minimum Wage
Act; Municipal Act; School
Attendance Act
FACTORS
Factors Act, Vol. 2, p. 1.
See also Conditional Sales Act;
Sale of Goods Act
Agents
—
See Mercantile agents
Agreements
.
clerks, through, eflfect of 6
Antecedent debt
. pledge of goods for 4
Common law
. powers reserved 10
Consent
. presumption as to 2(4)
. revocation after sale 2(2)
Consideration
validity of sale, for 5
Consignee
. rights of, re advances made in
good faith 7(1)
Definitions
. document of title 1(1) (a)
. goods l(l)(fr)
. mercantile agent l(l)(c)
. pledge l(l)(rf)
. possession 1 (2)
Delivery
. transferring documents of
title by 8
FACTORS—Con. Sec.
Documents of title
. defined l(l)(o)
. mode of transferring 8
. pledge of, eflfect as pledge of
goods 3
. possession by mercantile agent 2(3)
Endorsement
. transferring documents of title by 8
Evidence
. presumption re consent 2(4)
Exchange
. goods, of, rights re 5
Goods—See also Sale of goods
.
defined 1(1)(6>
. disposition by mercantile agent 2(1)
. exchange of 5
. possession by agent 2(3)
. rights of consignee re 7
. rights of owner to recover
possession of 9(2)
Liability
. mercantile agent, of 9(1)
Mercantile agents
. agreements through clerks of ... 6
.
defined l(l)(f)
. liability of 9(1)
. pledge for antecedent debt by . . .4
. pledge of documents of title by . .3
. possession of goods by 2(3)
. powers of, amplification of 10
. powers re disposition of goods 2(1)
. revocation of consent after
sale by 2(2)
. rights of owner to recover
possession from 9(2)
. validity of sale, etc., by 7(2)
Mercantile Law Amendment Act
. documents of title under ..l(l)(o)
Owners
. consent to possession of goods .2
. right to recover possession . . .9{2)
Pledge
. agreements through clerks,
effect on 6
. antecedent debt, for 4
. consideration necessary for
validity of 5
. defined l(l)(rf)
. documents of title 3
. mercantile agent, by 7(2)
. revocation of consent after ...2(2)
. rights of owner to recover
possession before 9(2)
Possession
. agent, by 2(3)
. defined 1(2)
